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Abstract
I will try to define a non-trivial stochastic process on the Sierpinski gasket by looking at
the limit of stochastic processes on approximating graphs of cells of the Sierpinski gas-
ket. I start by looking more closely on how the fractal is constructed and define random
walks on the approximating graphs. Then I will define and examine harmonic functions
in the setting of graphs of cells. Next I will consider expected hitting times of the random
walks. At last I will try to take the limit of the random walks. I will use an analytical
approach where the methods of Dirichlet forms will be used. My hope is that the tech-
niques developed in this thesis will apply to more general fractals than the Sierpinski
gasket and give new fruitful results to the theory of diffusions on fractals.
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1 Introduction
There are numerous examples of sets one would like to call fractals. We often think of
sets with strong symmetry that repeats itself, irregular sets with non-smooth shapes, sets
with nice patterns and so on. Names like the Mandelbrot set, the Julia set, the Cantor
dust, the Koch curve and the Sierpinski gasket are mathematical objects that we connect
with the word fractal. Out in nature we would like snowflakes, coastlines, leafs, clouds,
feathers, etcetera to be captured by the same definition.
Despite, and probably because of, the large variety of sets refered to as fractals, a proper
and satisfying definition of a fractal has not yet been found. However, from a mathemat-
ical point of view, there are several candidates for the title fractal, which also have proper
definitions and is possible to work with. This thesis will concentrate on a class of sets
called iterated function systems. Examples are given in Figure 1.
(a) The Sierpinski gasket (b) The Vicsek fractal
(c) The Snowflake fractal (d) The Sierpinski carpet
Figure 1: Examples of iterated function systems.
1.1 Iterated Function Systems
I will now give a brief introduction to what an iterated function system is. For a rich and
vivid introduction, Fractals Everywhere [BARN] is a splendid book.
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Let (X, d) be a complete metric space. In my work this will usually be R2. Construct the
space H(X) of all compact, non-empty subsets of X, and introduce the Hausdorff metric
on H(X) by
h(A, B) = sup
x∈A
inf
y∈B
d(y, x) ∨ sup
x∈B
inf
y∈A
d(y, x).
It turns out that H(X) is complete. The proof can for example be found in section 2.7 in
[BARN]. The sets later refered to as fractals are retrieved from the space H(X). What is
left is the way to find them.
The map ψ : X → X is called a contraction if there exists a number s ∈ [0, 1) such that
d(ψ(x),ψ(y)) ≤ s · d(x, y)
for all x, y ∈ X. The interpretation is that the contraction map brings two points in X
closer together. Now, let w1, . . . ,wn : X → X be contractions and define a new map
W : H(X) → H(X) by
W(B) = w1(B) ∪ · · · ∪ wn(B)
for a set B ∈ H(X). This mapping actually proves to be a contraction on H(X), see section
3.8 in [BARN] for a proof. Moreover, by the Banach fixed point theorem, often refered to
as the contraction mapping principle, the contractionW has a unique fixpoint A ∈ H(X)
andW(m)(B) → A as m→∞ for any B ∈ H(X). HereW(m)(B) means that the contraction
W is applied m times to the set B.
Definition 1.1 (IFS). The contraction W = {w1, . . . ,wn} is called an Iterated Function
System (IFS) with an attractor A. It is the attractor we will call a fractal.
The description of the contraction mappings of the fractals in Figure 1, and also examples
of a couple of other fractals, are given in the Appendix, section A.1.
Another important concept concerns how the fractal is connected. The subsets w1(A),
. . . , wn(A) are called 1-cells, or cells at the first level. A set is said to be finitely ramified
if removing a finite number of points gives a disjoint set. Equivalently, if the cells only
meet in points, not in lines or any type of surface. The Sierpinski gasket, Vicsek fractal
and Snowflake fractal shown in Figure 1(a)-1(c) are all examples of finitely ramified sets.
The Sierpinski carpet, shown in Figure 1(d), is an example of a set which is not.
1.2 Stochastic processes on fractals
As with a lot of things in mathematics the interest in stochastic processes on fractals was
motivated by physical incidents. Fractals were used as a model for disordered media
and the stochastic processes, more often refered to as diffusions, acted as a flow or trans-
portation model in the media. A specific example is how oil branches in reservoirs. This
situation can be modeled by looking at the heat equation on a fractal that models the
reservoir, and the use of stochastic processes can help solving the equation.
The mathematical interest in the subject comes from the wish to be able to define diffu-
sions on other types of spaces than Rn, and the curiosity of what type of functions these
processes are. Our hope is to extend our intuition and knowledge of probability theory
and stochastic analysis. Research from the past three decades has proved that there exist
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stochastic processes on a lot of fractals. Moreover, on some sets the stochastic processes
even have properties which resembles Brownian motion. A traditional way of construct-
ing diffusions is to look at random walks on graphs that approximate the fractal, and
take the limit of the random walks. This limit converges and is what we think of as the
diffusion. I will briefly try to indicate how this is done for one of the simplest fractals -
the Sierpinski gasket.
Consider the approximating graphs of the Sierpinski gasket. The nodes of the graphs are
the junction points [STR] between the cells, and the nodes are connected by an edge if they
lie in the same cell. See Figure 2 for the first three approximating graphs of the Sierpinski
gasket.
Figure 2: The three first approximating graphs of the Sierpinski gasket.
A random walk on a approximating graph is a discrete stochastic process defined to
have equal probability of moving to one of its neighbours. One of the main properties of
a random walk is that it is a Markov process. This means that the next decision for the
process is not dependent on the previous cells it has visited, the only thing that matters
is the current cell where the process is. We say that the random walk does not have any
memory. The process is often pictured by a drunken man’s attempt to get home from the
pub. He chooses randomly which way to go in every intersection and does not remember
where he has been before. See Figure 3 for examples of the two possible situations the
drunken man faces.
1/21/2
Pub
1/4
Intersection 1/4
1/41/4
Figure 3: The two decisions a drunken man on the Sierpinski gasket would face.
So far everything is easy to work with. The random walks are processes which behave
nicely. The difficulties start when the limit is considered. In order to get a non-trivial, and
in some sense, finite process on the fractal it is necessary to scale the randomwalks along
the way. The interpretation is as follows: as the graphs approximate the fractal better
and better they start to look more and more like a infinite labyrinth. This means that if
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the drunken man should find his way home through the labyrinth he has to speed up.
However, if he runs too fast he would loose track of himself and in a way be all over the
labyrinth at the same time.
There are essentially two main ways that have been used to establish the limit. One is to
look at the problem probabilistically. The random walks on different levels are proved
to be equal enough (equal in law), so that the limit can be taken weakly. The scaling of
time is found by considering the expected time the random walk uses to travel from one
of the outer points (the pub) to one of the other outer points (home).
The other way is an analytical approach. Using this method looks at functions on the
fractal and evaluates them using Dirichlet form methods before the limit is established.
Aware of the danger of anticipating the course of events I reveal that I will focus on the
analytical approach. The probabilistic way is surely the most intuitive one, but as we will
see it is not easy to show equality of the random walks. The hope is that the Dirichlet
forms have the answer.
1.3 Another approach
Defining the approximating graphs with junction points as nodes worked fine for the
Sierpinski gasket. However, how to define the node structure in the same way for more
general fractals is not always obvious. Remember that a fractal was constructed from an
IFS, and that the cells were subsets obtained by applying the contractions to the fractal.
Thus, the cell structure is primarily given. Now, define another type of approximating
graphs by letting the cells be the nodes and let the junction points between the cells be
the edges. The two types of graphs will converge to the same limit - the fractal, and they
will be harder and harder to distinguish when the approximations are improved.
In principle there should be no difference between a stochastic process obtained from
random walks on the new graphs and a stochastic process found from considering ran-
dom walks on the original graphs. If this is the case, there is hope of finding diffusions
on fractals where the junction point structure is hard to deal with. The aim of this thesis
is to investigate the possibilities of using the cell structure as an approach.
I will mainly work with the Sierpinski gasket and look for a way to obtain a diffusion in
this new setting. After defining random walks I will look at harmonic functions in order
to gain more insight. Next I will look at expected hitting times of the random walks and
try to get an idea of how the diffusions behave. At last I will introduce Dirichlet forms
and try to find the limit using the analytical approach.
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2 The Sierpinski gasket
Let the three contractions w1,w2,w3 : R
2 → R2 be defined by w1(x, y) = ( x2 , y2 ) + ( 14 ,
√
3
4 ),
w2(x, y) = (
x
2 ,
y
2 ) and w3(x, y) = (
x
2 ,
y
2 ) + (
1
2 , 0), and look at the IFS WS = (w1,w2,w3).
Using the terminology and results described in section 1.1,WS has an unique fixpoint in
H(R2).
Definition 2.1 (Sierpinski gasket). The attractor ofWS is called the Sierpinski gasket, and
will be denoted by S .
Since S is a fixed point it is possible to start with an arbitrary non-empty, compact subset
B ∈ H(R2), use the contraction principle and end up with the fractal. However, to main-
tain a good intuition when defining the approximating graphs it is clever not to choose B
randomly.
Let T ∈ H(R2) be the smallest closed, convex set that covers S - a filled equilateral tri-
angle. I want the first approximating graph to be associatedwith the three subsetsw1(T),
w2(T) and w3(T). Here w1(T) is the upper triangle, w2(T) is the triangle down to the left
and w3(T) is the triangle down to the right. I will think of these sets as representatives
of the cells of the first approximating graph. Similarly, the 3n subsets obtained by apply-
ing WS n times will be thought of as the cells of the n-th approximating graph. Figure 4
illustrates the way of thought.
Definition 2.2 (Approximating graph). Define the n-th approximating graph of S by letting
the cells Sn = W(n)S (S) be nodes and letting the junction points between the cells be
edges. If two nodes have an edge between them the nodes are said to be connected. In
the following nodes of Sn will be refered to as points or cells, and will be associated with
W
(n)
S (T) where T is the smallest equilateral triangle covering S .
(a) S0 = T (b) S1 = W(1)S (T) (c) S2 = W
(2)
S (T)
Figure 4: The first three approximating graphs of the Sierpinski gasket.
2.1 Addressing the cells
In order to work efficiently with the cells of the approximating graphs there is need of a
way to name the cells. In addition to give each cell an unique description I would like
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the address of the cell to contain information about how the cells are related to each other.
The solution is to label a cell in Sn with a word of length n consisting of letters from the
alphabet of the three letters a, b and c. The contraction w1 will correspond with a, w2
with b and w3 with c. So if we consider S1: a will be the address of the cell w1(T), b
the address of w2(T) and c the address of w3(T). See Figure 5 for an illustration of the
addressing system.
a
cb
aa
ab
ba
bb bc
ac
ca
cb cc
aaa
aacaab
aba
abb abc acb acc
aca
baa
bab bac
bccbcb
bca
bbb bbc
bba
cab
caa
cac
cba
cbb cbc
cca
ccb ccc
bacc
Figure 5: Addressing cells of Sn as a word of three letters.
As mentioned, the addressing system should contain information on how cells are re-
lated, at least at a local level. Take for example the cell with address bacc which is illus-
trated in Figure 5. From the address we see that this cell is obtained by the composed
contraction (w3 ◦ w3 ◦ w1 ◦ w2)(T). Moreover, by looking at the three first letters of the
word, I know that it is part of the cluster of three points consisting of baca and bacb and
the point itself . Hence, I have the address of two of its neighbours. Finding the address
of the last neighbour is a bit harder. However, I can exploit that the symmetry of Sn is
reflected in the word. The last two letters of the word are identical. Then I know that the
connection is three levels up and I must symmetrically interchange the last three letters
acc to caa. The last neighbour must therefore be bcaa.
The relation between cells on two neighbouring levels, say Sn and Sn+1, is of particular
interest. I will use the following notation where it is natural. Let x, y ∈ Sn be neighbours.
In Sn+1 both x and y transforms into two clusters of three points each. Since x and y are
neighbours, one of the points in the cluster related to x is a neighbour of one of the points
in the cluster related to y. I denote these points by xy and yx, respectively. The idea of the
notation is that it makes it easier to understand which two points in Sn a point in Sn+1
relates to.
It is evident that I will work with words of arbitrary length, so the need of simplifying
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the notation of long words is definitively present. I will denote words or parts of words
consisting of n identical letters x by x(n). An example is baaaabb = ba(4)b(2).
2.2 Classes of points
Both in the approximating graphs and in the fractal it could be nice to differ between
points. Both because the points naturally possess distinct properties and also because
they will be easier to work with when I have a frame of reference. I will refer to a dis-
memberment of points as a class of points.
In Sn there are essentially two classes of points. The first class of points are the interior
points of Sn. I call them the inner points and denote them by In. The inner points are
the points which are connected with three other points, or neighbours. The other class of
points are the boundary points of Sn. These I call the edge points and denote them by En.
The edge points are the remaining three points which only have two neighbours. Note
that S1 only consists of the three edge points.
Regarding S there are still inner points, denoted by I = I∞, and edge points, denoted
by E = E∞. In addition I will define some other classes of points which will be the edge
points of parts of S . For example look at (W(∞) ◦w1)(T). This is a part of the full fractal
S restricted to the upper triangle of S1. Denote this part by S|a. The edge points of S|a,
S|b and S|c will be a class of points. More precisely, denote by P2 the union of E and⋃
x∼y∧x,y∈S1 (x ∩ y), where x ∼ y means that cell x and cell y are neighbours and the
union is taken over all neighbours of cells in S1. Call this set the second order edge points
of S . Extend the idea to the m-th order edge points of S and denote them equivalently by
Pm = E ⋃ (⋃x∼y∧x,y∈Sm−1 (x ∩ y)). Note that P1 is the same as E , and may be refered to
as the first order edge points of S .
a
b c
Figure 6: The second order edge points of S marked as black circles.
2.3 Measure
In the literature it is well-known that the Lebesgue measure on R2 of the Sierpinski gas-
ket is zero, and another method of measuring the fractal is needed. However, as the
construction of a non-trivial finite measure on S is well documented, I will not make a
big point out of it here, but only state the things that I will make use of later. For an in-
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troduction Barnsley’s book [BARN] is a good start, and the article by Hutchinson [HUT]
is a classic.
There exists a measure µ on S called the invariant measure of S such that µ(S) = 1. The
measure of cells of the approximating graphs are given by µ(x) = 13n for all x ∈ Sn for all
n.
2.4 Random walks on the graphs
To achieve the goal of defining a stochastic process on S by taking limits, I obviously need
to define stochastic processes on the approximating graphs Sn. There is no surprise that
there are a multiple number of processes to choose from. Motivated by the traditional
approach described in section 1.2, I started out with a random walk on the cells. This
means that I let the probability of going from one cell to a neighbouring cell be uniform.
However, this random walk proved to be a bit challenging, escpecially when I worked
with expected hitting times. After a minor modification of the transition probabilities
things ran smoother.
Definition 2.3 (Transition probabilities). I define the probability of moving between
cells in Sn as follows:
• For a point in In let the probability of going to one of its three neighbours be equal
to 13 .
• For a point in En let the probability of going to one of its two neighbours be equal
to 13 . Let also
1
3 be the probability of remaining at the point.
Remark 2.4. One may ask how this small change may affect the final stochastic process
on S . I am in not certain. But since the change in transition probabilities only affect
the edge points, and the edge points is a smaller and smaller proportion of the total
amount of points in Sn as n grows, it is a reasonable hypothesis that the two random
walks described converge to the same stochastic process. However, the primary goal is
to define a stochastic process, investigating this hypothesis is another job.
Let (Ω,F , P) be a probability space and let T = {0,∆t, 2∆t, . . . } be a discrete timeline.
For every n ∈ N let Sn be a state space and let Qn = {qxy}x,y∈Sn, given in Definition 2.3,
be the transition matrices of discrete stochastic processes Xn : T×Ω→Sn. The stochastic
processes are Markov since they satisfy the following condition.
E [Xn(t +∆t) = y|Xn(t) = x] = qxy
Definition 2.5 (Random walk). The Markov chains Xn described above will be called
random walks on Sn.
Remark 2.6. As described in the introduction 1.2, the traditional probabilistic approach
show that the tradiditional random walks, say Xn, are equal in law in order to take the
limit. In other words, it is shown that Xn+1 behaves like Xn when it takes values in the
domain of Xn. This can be done since the traditional approximating graphs are refine-
ments of each other in the sense that more and more points are added to the existing
ones, and Xn+1 extends Xn by being equal on the domain of Xn.
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With my approach it is a different story. The random walks Xn+1 are not defined on
any of the same points as Xn! However, I will take advantage of the strong relation
between points in Sn and their corresponding clusters in Sn+1. This connection seems
more promising by the analytical approach, and this will be my area of focus. Still I
believe there is a way of doing it probabilistically, and I am flirting with this method in
the expected hitting times section.
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3 Harmonic functions
The goal of this section is firstly to define a class of functions on the Sierpinski gasket
which I will call harmonic functions, and secondly to explore the properties of these func-
tions. In order to do so I will define discrete harmonic functions on the approximating
graphs. I will study the behaviour of the discrete functions on different classes of points
at a given level, and also the relation between functions on different levels. The harmonic
functions on the Sierpinski gasket will be defined by considering the limit of the discrete
harmonic functions. Hopefully, I will be able to say something about the behaviour of
the harmonic functions from the behaviour of the discrete harmonic functions.
3.1 Harmonic functions on the cells of Sn
Definition 3.1 (Harmony). Let v be a function from a discrete space X into R. The func-
tion v is said to satisfy the harmony condition on X if, for any point x ∈ X, the value of x is
equal to the average value of the neighbours of x. 1
Now, let the function v : Sn→R satisfy the harmony condition on In and have values
v(a), v(b), v(c) and v(d) on the cells shown in the graph illustrated in Figure 7. Extend v
to a function u : Sn+1→Rwhich satisfy the harmony condition on In+1, and give u values
on the cells shown in the graph illustrated in Figure 8. At the moment the extension is
just a general function satisfying the harmony condition. The next definition describes
how the extension is done.
d
b
a
c
Figure 7: A segment of Sn where a is an inner point.
Definition 3.2 (Equilibrium). Let v and u be as described above. The extension u is
said to satisfy the equilibrium condition if the following holds for all points a ∈ Sn and
ab, ac , ad ∈ Sn+1 relating to a.
v(a) =
1
3
(u(ab) + u(ac) + u(ad))
The idea of introducing the equilibrium condition is an attempt of finding a suitable
extension of v to u. Taking the middle value is not a particularly daring attempt, but it
might be the most natural one.
1This is the traditional way of defining discrete harmonic functions.
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a
c ca
d
c
d
a
ad
b
a
ab
cd
Figure 8: A segment of Sn+1 where ab, ac and ad are inner points.
Definition 3.3 (Discrete harmonic function). Let v : Sn→R satisfy the harmony condi-
tion, and let u : Sn+1→R extend v such that it satisfies both the harmony condition and
the equilibrium condition. Then the function u is a harmonic extension of v, and u is called
a discrete harmonic function on the approximating graph Sn+1.
I will refer to discrete harmonic functions as harmonic functions when it is clear from
the context what I am talking about. The existence of the harmonic extension will be
discussed later.
Consider a discrete harmonic function on Sn. By definition the value of an inner point
is equal to the average value of its three neighbours. Thus, given the value of the edge
points, it is possible to determine the value of all the inner points on Sn. Moreover, at
least one of the edge points will be a maximum for the harmonic function, and also at
least one of the edge points will be a minimum.
Wishing to look at a limit of discrete harmonic function, it is wise to start by defining
a sequence of discrete harmonic functions. Let the function v1(·) : S1→R have values
v1(a), v1(b) and v1(c). Note that v1 satisfy the harmony condition since I1 = ∅. Extend
v1 harmonically to a discrete harmonic function v2 : S2→R. Continue this procedure by
extending harmonically to an arbitrary discrete harmonic function vm : Sm→R.
Definition 3.4 (Sequence of discrete harmonic functions). The collection of functions
{vm}m∈N is a sequence of discrete harmonic functions on {Sm}m∈N, and I denote them by
V (v1).
Constructed in this way the sequence V is determined by the values given in v1. Note
that I could have started with a function vn : Sn→R instead and harmonically extended
vn arbitrarily many times to a sequence V (vn).
However, I am primarily interested in how values in vn can be expressed by v1(a), v1(b)
and v1(c). Since the value of the edge points of Sn determines the value of the inner
points of Sn, it is the edge points and the points close to the edge points I will focus on.
A natural first step is to search for a way of describing the values in vn+1 by the values in
vn. Then I need to consider inner points and edge points separately.
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3.1.1 The relation between inner points
Choose n ∈ N arbitrarily and pick vn, vn+1 ∈ V (v1). Once more, look at the situation
where cells are labeled as shown in the illustrations in Figure 7 and Figure 8. From the
definitions of harmony and equilibrium I have the following two equations.
vn+1(ab) =
1
3
(vn+1(ac) + vn+1(ad) + vn+1(ba)) (1)
vn(a) =
1
3
(vn+1(ab) + vn+1(ac) + vn+1(ad)) (2)
Add 13vn+1(ab) to equation (1), and use equation (2) in the second line.
vn+1(ab) +
1
3vn+1(ab) =
1
3 (vn+1(ac) + vn+1(ad) + vn+1(ba)) +
1
3vn+1(ab)
= 13 (vn+1(ab) + vn+1(ac) + vn+1(ad)) +
1
3vn+1(ba)
4
3vn+1(ab) = vn(a) +
1
3vn+1(ba)
Similarly I get 43vn+1(ba) = vn(b) +
1
3vn+1(ab). I now have two equations with two un-
kowns, which is easy to solve.
vn+1(ab) =
4
5vn(a) +
1
5vn(b)
vn+1(ba) =
4
5vn(b) +
1
5vn(a)
Lookingmore closely at the argument above I notice that it hold regardless of which class
of points a and b belongs to. The important thing is that ab and ba are inner points. This
result materializes in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5 (Inner point relation). For any n ∈ N let vn, vn+1 ∈ V (v1). Let xy ∈ In+1 relate
to x, y ∈ Sn. Then the value of xy can be described by the value of x and y in the following way.
vn+1(xy) =
4
5
vn(x) +
1
5
vn(y)
3.1.2 The relation between edge points
Let vn, vn+1 ∈ V (v1) for an arbitrary n ∈ N. Consider the situation where cells are
labeled as illustrated in Figure 9 and Figure 10. Because the edge points does not satisfy
b c
a
Figure 9: A segment of Sn where a is an edge point.
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Figure 10: A segment of Sn+1 where aa is an edge point.
the harmony conditions I only get one equationwith vn+1(aa) to workwith: The equation
from the definition of equilibrium.
vn(a) =
1
3
(vn+1(aa) + vn+1(ab) + vn+1(ac)) (3)
However, since vn+1(ab) and vn+1(ac) are inner points I can apply Lemma 3.5.
3vn(a) = vn+1(aa) + vn+1(ab) + vn+1(ac)
= vn+1(aa) +
(
4
5vn(a) +
1
5vn(b)
)
+
(
4
5vn(a) +
1
5vn(c)
)
Solving for vn+1(aa) reveals the relation.
vn+1(aa) =
7
5vn(a)− 15vn(b)− 15vn(c)
The same argument holds for the other two edge points in Sn+1.
Lemma 3.6 (Edge point relation). For any n ∈ N let vn, vn+1 ∈ V (v1). Let x ∈ En have the
two neighbours y, z ∈ Sn. Then the value of xx ∈ En+1 can be described by the value of x, y and
z in the following way.
vn+1(xx) =
7
5
vn(x)− 1
5
vn(y)− 1
5
vn(z)
3.1.3 A formula for the value of the edge points
Motivated by Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 I calculated the value of the five first edge points
{a(i)}i=1,...,5. The calculations can be found in section A.2.1 in the Appendix.
v1(a
(1)) = v1(a)
v2(a
(2)) = 15 (7v1(a)− v1(b)− v1(c))
v3(a
(3)) = 1
52
(41v1(a)− 8v1(b)− 8v1(c))
v4(a
(4)) = 1
53
(223v1(a)− 49v1(b)− 49v1(c))
v5(a
(5)) = 1
54
(1169v1(a)− 272v1(b)− 272v1(c))
It seems like there is a relation of the form.
vn(a
(n)) =
1
5n−1
(αnv1(a)−βn (v1(b) + v1(c))) (4)
where αn and βn are sequences of numbers. By playing around with the coefficients I
discovered what appears to be a relation betweenαn and βn.
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Observation 3.7.
βn = αn−1 +βn−1
Furthermore, when I used some intuition I revealed another apparent relation of probab-
ilistic nature.
Observation 3.8.
1 =
αn
5n−1
− 2 βn
5n−1
The relations in Observation 3.7 and 3.8 are two cobbled difference equations. I have
calculated the solutions in the Appendix - section A.2.2, and the solutions are:
αn = 2 · 5n−1 − 3n−1
βn =
1
2
(
5n−1 − 3n−1)
Substituting the solutions into equation (4) results in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.9 (Formula for the value of edge points). Let the sequence of discrete har-
monic functions V (v1) be determined by the values v1(a), v1(b) and v1(c) in v1, and let vn ∈
V (v1). Then the value of the edge point a
(n) can be expressed by the values in v1 in the following
way.
vn(a
(n)) =
(
2−
(
3
5
)n−1)
v1(a)− 1
2
(
1−
(
3
5
)n−1)
(v1(b) + v1(c))
The value of the other edge points b(n) and c(n) have symmetric expressions.
The pottering that lead to this formula may seem like magic and does certainly not hold
as a proof. However, I have gained some insight and by looking more carefully at the
relation between edge points at different levels I am able to come up with a proper argu-
ment.
Proof. To simplify notation let vn(a(n)) = An. By Lemma 3.6 the value of a(n+1) is related
to the value of points in Sn in the following way:
An+1 =
7
5An − 15vn(an−1b)− 15vn(an−1c)
Moreover, by the equilibrium condition the value of the same points in Sn are related to
the value of a(n−1):
An−1 = 13An +
1
3vn(a
n−1b) + 13vn(a
n−1c)
Combining these two equations result in
5An+1− 8An + 3An−1 = 0 .
This is a second order homogeneous difference equation. The roots of the characteristic
equation are r1 = 1 and r2 =
3
5 . The first initial condition is given, the second I obtain by
applying Lemma 3.6.
A1 = E
(
3
5
)1
+ F = v1(a)
A2 = E
(
3
5
)2
+ F = 75v1(a)− 15v1(b)− 15v1(c)
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The result I get from solving the two expressions for E and F is:
E = − 53v1(a) + 56 (v1(b) + v1(c))
F = 2v1(a)− 12 (v1(b) + v1(c))
Substituting the constants in the general solution of the difference equation gives the
desired result for the value of the edge point an:
An = E
(
3
5
)n
+ F
=
(− 53v1(a) + 56 (v1(b) + v1(c))) ( 35)n + (2v1(a)− 12 (v1(b) + v1(c)))
=
(
2− 53
(
3
5
)n)
v1(a)− 12
(
1− 53
(
3
5
)n)
(v1(b) + v1(c))
=
(
2− ( 35)n−1) v1(a)− 12 (1− ( 35)n−1) (v1(b) + v1(c))
Regarding the expressions for the value of the other edge points b(n) and c(n). Note that
we end up with essentially the same difference equations, but on a symmetric form.
3.1.4 A related formula
Proposition 3.10 (Formula for the value of edge point neighbours). Let the sequence of
discrete harmonic functions V (v1) be determined by the values v1(a), v1(b) and v1(c) in v1, and
let vn ∈ V (v1). Then the value of the edge point neighbour a(n−1)b can be expressed by the values
in v1 in the following way.
vn(a(n−1)b) = 2
(
1− ( 35)n−1) v1(a)
− 12
(
1− ( 15)n−1− 2 ( 35)n−1) v1(b)
− 12
(
1+
(
1
5
)n−1− 2 ( 35)n−1) v1(c)
The value of the other edge point neighbours a(n−1)c and the neighbours of b(n) and c(n) have
symmetric expressions.
Proof. To simplify notation denote v1(a) = A, v1(b) = B and v1(c) = C. By Lemma 3.5
and Proposition 3.9 I have:
5vn+1(a
(n)b)− vn(a(n−1)b) = 4vn(a(n))
= 4
((
2− ( 35)n−1) A− 12 (1− ( 35)n−1) (B+ C))
= (8A− 2B− 2C) + (2B + 2C− 4A) ( 35)n−1
This is a first order inhomogeneous difference equation. The homogeneous solution is
vhn−1(a
(n−1)b) = D
(
1
5
)n
.
While the particular solution is of the form
v
p
n−1(a
(n−1)b) = E+ F
(
3
5
)n−1
.
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To find the constant E and F insert the particular solution into the equation:
5vn+1(a
(n)b)− vn(a(n−1)b) = 5E + 5F
(
3
5
)n − E− F ( 35)n−1
= 4E + 5F
(
3
5
)n−1 3
5 − F
(
3
5
)n−1
= 4E + 2F
(
3
5
)n−1
Comparing coefficents gives me:
4E = 8A− 2B− 2C ⇒ E = 2A− 12B− 12C
2F = 2B + 2C− 4A ⇒ F = B + C− 2A
I use Lemma 3.5 to obtain the initial condition
v2(ab) =
1
52
D + (2A− 12B− 12C) + (B+ C− 2A) 35 = 45A+ 15B .
Solving for D yields
D = 52B− 52C .
The formula is found by putting everything together.
vn(a(n−1)b)
= D
(
1
5
)n
+ E + F
(
3
5
)n−1
=
(
5
2B− 52C
) (
1
5
)n
+
(
2A− 12B− 12C
)
+ (B+ C− 2A) ( 35)n−1
=
(
1
2B− 12C
) (
1
5
)n−1
+
(
2A− 12B− 12C
)
+ (B+ C− 2A) ( 35)n−1
=
(
2− 2 ( 35)n−1) A− 12 (1− ( 15)n−1− 2 ( 35)n−1) B− 12 (1 + ( 15)n−1 − 2 ( 35)n−1)C
The expression for the value of a(n−1)b is found by applying Lemma 3.5 to the point
a(n−1)c and follow the same procedure. To find the expressions for the value of the neigh-
bours of b(n) and c(n) apply Propostition 3.9 on the right point together with Lemma 3.5.
The expressions for the other points will be on a symmetric form.
3.1.5 Existence and uniqueness
The harmonic extension vn+1 of vn is defined to satisfy the harmony and equilibrium
condition. Lookingmore closely at these conditions they induce a linear systemof 4 · 3n−
3 equations with 3n+1 unknowns. Thus, the existence and uniqueness of vn+1 depends on
the existence and uniqueness of this linear system. When I found the relations between
the inner points in Lemma 3.5 and the edge points in Lemma 3.6 I was in fact solving
the linear system. It may seemmagical that such a big system of equations is solved that
easy. The reason is the strong symmetry of the approximating graphs. Uniqueness and
existence follows from inserting the solution from Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 into the
system and observing that it solves it.
3.1.6 Interpretation of discrete harmonic functions on S
So far I have considered discrete harmonic functions on the approximating graphs. But
I am interested in the limit of these functions, and as the discrete harmonic functions are
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defined on different sets it is not obvious in which way the limit should be taken. The
trick is to regard the discrete harmonic functions as functions on both Sn and S .
Let vn ∈ V (v1), then vn : Sn→R. Define u′n : S→R by u′n(y) = un(xn) for all y ∈ S|xn and
for all xn ∈ S . Thus, the function values of u′n are constant equal to the values of un on
the cells in S corresponding with cells in Sn. Hence, un and u′n are two sides of the same
coin. In the following I will refer to the collection of functions {u′n} on S as V (v1). Now
I am ready to define harmonic functions on S .
3.2 Harmonic functions on S
Definition 3.11 (Harmonic function). Let V (v1) be a sequence of discrete harmonic func-
tions on {Sm}m∈N. Then the pointwise limit of the functions in V (v1) is defined to be a
harmonic function on S .
Notice that the inner points of S has two different sequences converging to them. It
might be important to keep track of the two sequences, and I will distinguish them in an
indirect way. However, it will be clear from the context whom I am dealing with.
The definition of harmonic functions may seem unorthodox, but they are not different
from harmonic functions defined in the traditional way (see [KIG]).2 For instance, they
are continuous, characterized by the value of the edge points, and they satisfy the Max-
imum principle (see section 3.2 in [KIG]) which states that the extreme values are found
on the edges. The next proposition is specific for my harmonic functions and is an exten-
sion of the equilibrium condition. Remember that µ is a measure such that µ(S) = 1.
Proposition 3.12. Let u be a harmonic function on S with V (u1) as the associated sequence of
discrete harmonic functions. Then un(x) is the middle value of u over cell x. More precisely:
un(x) =
1
µ(x)
∫
S|x
u(y)dµ(y)
for every cell x ∈ Sn.
Proof. Let un ∈ V (u1). By applying the equilibrium condition m times I get that
un(x) =
1
3m
3m
∑
i=1
un+m(xi)
for xi ∈ Sn|x. I want to show that limm→∞ 13m ∑3
m
i=1 un+m(xi) =
1
µ(x)
∫
S|x u(y)dµ(y).
un(x) =
1
3m ∑3
m
i=1 un+m(xi)
= 3
n
3n+m ∑3
m
i=1 un+m(xi)
= 3n ∑3mi=1 un+m(xi) 13n+m
= 1
µ(x) ∑3
m
i=1 un+m(xi)µ(xi)
= 1
µ(x)
∫
S|x un+m(y)dµ(y)
2Strictly speaking I have not shown that the two different types of harmonic functions are the same.
However, both definitons use the harmony property on the discrete approximations. Moreover, as the limit
of the traditional approximating graphs and the limit of Sn converge to the same thing, it is natural that the
behaviour of the approximating functions will be more and more similar.
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Here I have used that un+m are simple functions. Moreover, they are bounded by the
values in u1. Then, by the Dominated convergence theorem the proposition holds.
The following is a corollary of Proposition 3.9 (Formula for the value of edge points) from
the previous section.
Corollary 3.13 (Value of edge points). Let v : S→R be a harmonic function. Then the value
of the edge point a(∞) is given by
v(a(∞)) = 2v1(a)− 1
2
v1(b)− 1
2
v1(c).
The value of the other edge points b(∞) and c(∞) has symmetric expressions.
Proof. Take limits of the expressions in Proposition 3.9.
Corollary 3.13 gives a linear description of the value of the edge points of S by the value
of the points in S1. This means that the edge values of the harmonic functions on S are
determined by the values specified in v1.
3.2.1 Reverse the link
The link between the edge values in v1 and the values in v is of a linear form. The next
proposition show that the link is reversible.
Proposition 3.14 (Reverse link). Let v : S→R be a harmonic function and denote the value
of edge points by v(a(∞)) = A, v(b(∞)) = B and v(c(∞)) = C. Then the v1-function value of
a ∈ S1 can be written as an expression of the value of the edge points of S in the following way:
v1(a) =
3
5
A+
1
5
B+
1
5
C
The v1-values of b, c ∈ S1 are given by symmetric expressions.
Proof. Corollary 3.13 gives a linear description of the edge points of S given the v1-
function values of the cells of S1. Call this linear transformation M:
M =

 2 − 12 − 12− 12 2 − 12
− 12 − 12 2


This matrix is invertible and the inverse is:
M−1 =
1
5

 3 1 11 3 1
1 1 3


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Figure 11: Labels and tags for harmonic functions.
The consequence of the reversed link is that I can specify edge values on S by choosing
values in v1 such that they match the edge values on S . See Figure 11 for an illustration.
Hence, I can consider harmonic functions on Sn directly without having to refer to a
sequence V everytime. Even more interestingly, by combining Proposition 3.14 with
Proposition 3.9 and Proposition 3.10 I can describe the value of points in Sn given the
value of the edge points in S .
Corollary 3.15 (Modified formula for the value of edge points). Let v : S→R be a har-
monic function and denote v(a(∞)) = A, v(b(∞)) = B and v(c(∞)) = C. Then the value of the
edge point a(n) of Sn can be expressed by the value of the edge points in S in the following way:
vn(a
(n)) =
1
5
[(
5− 2
(
3
5
)n−1)
A+
(
3
5
)n−1
(B+ C)
]
The value of the other edge points b(n) and c(n) have symmetric expressions.
Proof. By Proposition 3.9 and Proposition 3.14:
vn(a(n)) =
(
2− ( 35)n−1) v1(a)− 12 (1− ( 35)n−1) (v1(b) + v1(c))
=
(
2− ( 35)n−1) 15 (3A + B + C)− 12 (1− ( 35)n−1) 15 (2A + 4B + 4C)
= 15
[(
6− 3 ( 35)n−1− 1+ ( 35)n−1) A+ (2− ( 35)n−1 − 2+ 2 ( 35)n−1) (B+ C)]
= 15
[(
5− 2 ( 35)n−1) A+ ( 35)n−1 (B+ C)]
Corollary 3.16 (Modified formula for the value of edge point neighbours). Let v : S→R
be a harmonic function and denote v(a(∞)) = A, v(b(∞)) = B and v(c(∞)) = C. Then the value
of the edge point neighbour a(n−1)b of Sn can be expressed by the value of the edge points in S in
the following way:
vn(a(n−1)b) = 15
[(
5− 4 ( 35)n−1) A+ (( 15)n−1 + 2 ( 35)n−1) B + (2 ( 35)n−1− ( 15)n−1)C]
The value of the other edge point neighbours a(n−1)c and the neighbours of b(n) and c(n) have
symmetric expressions.
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Proof. By Proposition 3.10 and Proposition 3.14:
vn(a(n−1)b) = 2
(
1− ( 35)n−1) v1(a)
− 12
(
1− ( 15)n−1 − 2 ( 35)n−1) v1(b)
− 12
(
1+
(
1
5
)n−1 − 2 ( 35)n−1) v1(c)
= 2
(
1− ( 35)n−1) 15 (3A + B + C)
− 12
(
1− ( 15)n−1 − 2 ( 35)n−1) 15 (3B + A+ C)
− 12
(
1+
(
1
5
)n−1 − 2 ( 35)n−1) 15 (3C + A+ B)
= 15
[(
6− 6 ( 35)n−1 − 12 + 12 ( 15)n−1 + ( 35)n−1 − 12 − 12 ( 15)n−1 + ( 35)n−1) A(
2− 2 ( 35)n−1 − 32 + 32 ( 15)n−1 + 3 ( 35)n−1 − 12 − 12 ( 15)n−1 + ( 35)n−1) B(
2− 2 ( 35)n−1 − 12 + 12 ( 15)n−1 + ( 35)n−1 − 32 − 32 ( 15)n−1 + 3 ( 35)n−1)C]
= 15
[(
5− 4 ( 35)n−1) A+ (( 15)n−1 + 2 ( 35)n−1) B + (2 ( 35)n−1− ( 15)n−1)C]
3.2.2 Higher order harmonic functions
The set of all harmonic functions on S are only spanned by three vectors as there are
only three edge points in S . This is a relatively small space to work with and for most
purposes it may be too small. How can I increase the dimension of the space of functions
on S and still have functions which behave as harmonic functions? The solution is to
look at functions on S which are harmonic when they are restricted to separate segments
of S .
Start by considering a function restricted to the three separate segments of S ; S|a, S|b
and S|c, which corresponds with cells in S1. Define the restricted functions v|S|a : →R,
v|S|b : →R and v|S|c : →R to be harmonic with given values at the second order edge
points of S as shown in Figure 12. Remember that by Proposition 3.14 it is enough to
specify the edge values when defining harmonic functions. Moreover, since the restricted
functions are defined to have the same value on equal cells, v is a well-defined function.
Definition 3.17. Let v(m) : S→R. Assume the restriction of v(m) to S|x, v(m)|S|x : S|x→R,
is a harmonic function on S|x for all x ∈ Sm−1, and that all points in Pm are given val-
ues which corresponds with the harmonic restrictions. Then v(m) is called a m-th order
harmonic function on S .
Again, by Proposition 3.14, the functions v(m) are well-defined. The idea of the defini-
tion is to create harmonic functions restricted to the 3m−1 small triangles made out from
points in Pm, and then glue all the harmonic functions together to get a function on
the whole set. Thus, higher order harmonic functions are also regarded as piecewise
harmonic functions. Moreover, as the restrictions are harmonic functions with specified
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Figure 12: Labels and tags for second order harmonic functions.
values there exist sequences of discrete harmonic functions on the restricted approximat-
ing graphs which corresponds with the restrictions. These sequences all start on a graph
with three cells, and put together they form a sequence of discrete piecewise harmonic
functions. Figure 12 illustrates the concept for second order discrete harmonic functions.
In the following I will more or less drop the supscript when talking about higher order
harmonic functions, and just refer to for example u as a piecewise harmonic function. If
it is important to know the order I will state this.
I wished for functions behaving like harmonic functions, and as the higher order har-
monic functions essentially are harmonic functions I have the properties I need. They are
continuous, characterized by points in Pm, attain extreme points in Pm and satisfy the
equilibrium condition as given in Proposition 3.12. The proofs are omitted.
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4 Expected hitting times
I want to define a diffusion on S . If the diffusion exists it would be interesting to know
something about the expected hitting times of this process. Following the probabilistic
way of thoughts I start by looking at the random walks. Consider Figure 13 and start
a random walk in xn. What is the expected number of steps the random walk needs in
order to hit the cell γn?
The goal of this section is to answer that question. After considering how harmonic
functions behave on the Sn, and even finding formulas representing the value of different
points, I will apply some of the ideas to expected hitting times on Sn and see if this gives
fruitful results. I start by a proper definition of the expected time to hit the top cell from
one of the other cells at the same level, influenced by [NOR].
Definition 4.1 (Expected hitting time). Denote by γn the top cell a
(n) ∈ Sn, and let Xn be
a random walk on Sn. Define the hitting time of γn, H(γn) : Ω→Sn, by
Hγn(ω) = inf{s ≥ 0 : Xn(s,ω) = γn}.
Then the function tn : Sn→R given by
tn(xn) = E
[
H(γn)|Xn(0) = xn
]
is the expected time Xn uses to hit γn from a cell xn ∈ Sn.
γ
n
x
n
Figure 13: What is the expected hitting time of Xn from xn to γn?
4.1 Calculation of expected hitting times
To try to get a grip of things I start by calculating expected hitting times of Xn for the first
choices of n. The following well-known theorem from Markov theory will help me with
the calculations. The proof can for example be found in [NOR].
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Theorem 4.2. The vector of expected hitting times {tn(xn)}, for an order of all xn ∈ Sn, is the
minimal solution to the system of linear equations{
tn(γn) = 0
tn(x) = 1+ ∑y 6=γn;y∈Sn qxytn(y) for x ∈ Sn
By using Theorem 4.2, calculating expected hitting times for small numbers of n is fairly
easy. It is just a matter of skills in Gaussian elimination. The results are shown in Figure
14, where the number in the cell is the expected number of steps the randomwalk uses to
reach the top cell. However, as n grows the calculation of expected hitting times are start-
ing to grow into a big problem computationally speaking. The need for clever solutions
is definitively present.
0
3 3
(a) t1(X1)
12 12
0
21 21
24 24 24 24
(b) t2(X2)
147
144
147
96 87
75
39 39
75
87
147 147
144
135 135
123
147 147
144
147 147
144
135135
123
96
0
(c) t3(X3)
Figure 14: Expected hitting times of X1, X2 and X3.
Looking more closely at Theorem 4.2 it seems like there is a connection between the ex-
pected hitting time of a cell and the average expected hitting times of its neighbours. This
resembles the harmony condition for harmonic functions, and the following corollary of
Theorem 4.2 makes things more precise.
Corollary 4.3 (Harmony relation). For an arbitrary n ∈ N, let a ∈ In with neighbours b, c
and d (see Figure 15(a)). Then the expected hitting time tn(a) is given by
tn(a) =
1
3
[tn(b) + tn(c) + tn(d)] + 1.
Moreover, if a 6= γn is an edge point with neighbours b and c of a (see Figure 15(b)). Then the
expected hitting time tn(a) is given by
tn(a) =
1
3
[tn(a) + tn(b) + tn(c)] + 1.
4.2 Trying to make life easier
The discovery of a harmony look-alike relation for expected hitting times, and even find-
ing it for all non-trivial points, is optimistic regarding the extension of ideas from the
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Figure 15: Labeling of cells.
Harmonic functions section. It is natural to search for a way to introduce an equilibrium
look-alike relation as well. I begin with a modified version of the one from the Harmonic
functions section.
Hypothesis 4.4 (Equilibrium relation). Choose an arbitrary n ∈ N, and let a ∈ Sn. Let
ab, ac , ad ∈ Sn+1 be the cluster relating to Sn (see Figure 15(c) for an illustration). Further-
more, let λ ∈ R be different from zero, and define the equilibrium relation between cells
in Sn and Sn+1 in the following way:
tn(a) =
λ
3
[tn+1(ab) + tn+1(ac) + tn+1(ad)]
Why introduce λ? An attempt of applying the equilibrium condition from the harmonic
functions section directly on the expected hitting times, found in Figure 14, shows that
copying directly is unsuitable as a relation. However, by scaling with λ there might be
something to work with.
Remember that λ is defined to be a constant for all cells for any n ∈ N. Use the label from
Figure 15(a) and Figure 15(c). By combining the first equation from Corollary 4.3 and the
equation from Hypothesis 4.4 I get the following new equation:
tn+1(ab) +
1
3 tn+1(ab) =
1
3 [tn+1(ac) + tn+1(ad) + tn+1(ba)] + 1+
1
3 tn+1(ab)
4
3 tn+1(ab) =
1
3 [tn+1(ab) + tn+1(ac) + tn+1(ad)] + 1+
1
3 tn+1(ba)
4
3 tn+1(ab) =
tn(a)
λ
+ 1 + 13 tn+1(ba)
A similar calculation gives
4
3 tn+1(ba) =
tn(b)
λ
+ 1+ 13 tn+1(ab) .
The solutions to this system of equations are
tn+1(ab) =
4
5λ tn(a) +
1
5λ tn(b) + 1
tn+1(ba) =
4
5λ tn(b) +
1
5λ tn(a) + 1
.
Choosing any other two inner points in Sn+1 gives an equivalent system of equations.
Consider a 6= γn to be an edge point as labeled in Figure 15(b), and label the cluster of
points in Sn+1 related to a as aa, ab and ac in the natural way. By the second equation
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from Corollary 4.3 and the equation from Hypothesis 4.4 I get a similar result for the
edge point aa:
tn+1(aa) =
1
3 [tn+1(aa) + tn+1(ab) + tn+1(ac)] + 1
= tn(a)
λ
+ 1
= 45λ tn(a) +
1
5λ tn(a) + 1
This is similar for the other edge point not equal to γn+1. Moreover, if any of the neigh-
bours of any of the edge points, including γn+1, are considered, this will give an equival-
ent system of equations as for the inner points.
By combining all the above results I am able to express a general point xy ∈ Sn+1 \ {γn},
with relations to x, y ∈ Sn in the usual way, by the following relation:
tn+1(xy) =
4
5λ
tn(x) +
1
5λ
tn(y) + 1 (5)
It remains to find the scaling factor λ to establish a connection between the expected hit-
ting times. The scaling factor will prove to be important later. It is actually so important
that it is rewarded its own proposition.
Proposition 4.5 (Rescaling). The scaling factor λ given in Hypothesis 4.4 is equal to 15 .
Proof. Since λ is a general constant it is enough to consider points labeled as in Figure
15(c). Apply (5) to the points ab, ac and ad along with the equations from 4.3 and 4.4:
tn(a) =
λ
3 [tn+1(ab) + tn+1(ac) + tn+1(ad)]
= λ3
[
12
5λ tn(a) +
1
5λ tn(b) +
1
5λ tn(c) +
1
5λ tn(d) + 3
]
= 45 tn(a) +
1
15 [tn(b) + tn(c) + tn(d)] + λ
= 45 tn(a) +
1
15 [3tn(a)− 3] + λ
= 45 tn(a) +
1
5 tn(a)− 15 + λ
Solving with respect to λ gives λ = 15 .
Remark 4.6. This remark is somehow taken out of the context, but as mentioned above
the scaling factor will be important, despite the fact that this model will prove inaccurate,
and it is natural to say something about it here. Investigating expected hitting times is
a way of investigating the behaviour of random walks. The scaling factor tells me that
the expected hitting times at level n + 1 is five times longer than expected hitting times
at level n. In other words, if I want to examine random walks at different levels I need to
speed up the velocity of the walk with a factor of five for each new level. It will be clear
(when I consider formulas for expected hitting times and also Dirichlet forms of functions
on Sn and S), that the scaling factor must be 15 in order to get something non-trivial and
finite to work with.
Combining (5) and Proposition 4.5 gives me the following relation under themodel given
by Hypothesis 4.4:
tn+1(xy) = 4tn(x) + tn(y) + 1. (6)
Does this relation really give me a way to calculate the expected hitting times? It seems
somehow too simple. A few small calculations reveal t2(ab) = 4 and t2(ba) = 13. This is
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pretty far from the actual values of 12 and 21, respectively. I defined λ to be constant for
all cells for any n ∈ N. Would assuming different make life easier?
In an attempt to find a more accurate relation assume that λ is dependent on the level
of n. Without too much effort I get the same factor. Then maybe, and also likely, λ is
dependent on the cells. Trying to find λ dependent on the cells is a much bigger problem,
it is actually as hard as solving the system in Theorem 4.2.
It looks like nothing is gained by considering this model. However, before throwing
away everything I will borrow an idea often used by my colleagues in the numerics de-
partment.
4.3 Introducing error terms
Assume the same model, i.e. there is an equilibrium condition as the one given by Hy-
pothesis 4.4 and the scaling factor is given by λ = 15 as found in Proposition 4.5. The idea
is to look at the error made by the model and to study the errors’ behaviour. First thing
first, a proper introduction is required.
Definition 4.7 (Error terms). Choose an arbitrary n ∈ N, and let a ∈ Sn. Let ab, ac , ad ∈
Sn+1 be the cluster relating to Sn (see Figure 15(c)). Furthermore, let sn(a) be the error
associated with computing tn(a), and define sn(a) by the following equation:
5tn(a) + sn(a) =
1
3
[tn+1(ab) + tn+1(ac) + tn+1(ad)]
I would also like to see how the error terms are introduced in the relation (6).
Lemma 4.8. Let xy ∈ Sn+1 \ {γn} with relations to x, y ∈ Sn in the usual way. Then the
expected time to hit γn+1 from xy is given by the following relation:
tn+1(xy) = 4tn(x) + tn(y) + 1+
4
5
sn(x) +
1
5
sn(y)
Proof. The proof is nearly the same as for (6). Use the same label from Figure 15(a) and
Figure 15(c), and combine Corollary 4.3 and Definition 4.7:
tn+1(ab) +
1
3 tn+1(ab) =
1
3 [tn+1(ac) + tn+1(ad) + tn+1(ba)] + 1+
1
3 tn+1(ab)
4
3 tn+1(ab) =
1
3 [tn+1(ab) + tn+1(ac) + tn+1(ad)] + 1+
1
3 tn+1(ba)
4
3 tn+1(ab) = 5tn(a) + sn(a) + 1+
1
3 tn+1(ba)
A symmetric calculation gives
4
3
tn+1(ba)− 1
3
tn+1(ab) = 5tn(b) + sn(b) + 1.
Solving this system of equations gives the solutions
tn+1(ab) = 4tn(a) + tn(b) + 1+
4
5 sn(a) +
1
5 sn(b)
tn+1(ba) = 4tn(b) + tn(a) + 1+
4
5 sn(b) +
1
5 sn(a)
.
Considering the edge points not equal to γn+1 and the neighbours of γn+1 give similar
results. By generalizing I get the Lemma.
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The next surprising result will be very useful.
Lemma 4.9. The error term sn(·) is a constant function at every level n.
Proof. Let n ∈ N be arbitrary. For the sake of simplicity, but without any loss of general-
ization consider the labeling as given in Figure 15(c). Apply Lemma 4.8 to the points ab,
ac and ad along with the equations from 4.3 and 4.7:
5tn(a) + sn(a) =
1
3 [tn+1(ab) + tn+1(ac) + tn+1(ad)]
= 13 [12tn(a) + tn(b) + tn(c) + tn(d) + 3
+ 125 sn(a) +
1
5 sn(b) +
1
5 sn(c) +
1
5 sn(d)
]
= 13
[
12tn(a) + 3tn(a) +
12
5 sn(a) +
1
5 sn(b) +
1
5 sn(c) +
1
5 sn(d)
]
= 5tn(a) +
4
5 sn(a) +
1
3
[
1
5 sn(b) +
1
5 sn(c) +
1
5 sn(d)
]
This result in
sn(a) =
1
3
(sn(b) + sn(c) + sn(d)) (7)
It is easy to see that this calculation holds for all points beside the edge point γn. This
means that, for a given n, the error term sn(·) is harmonic at all points of Sn \ {γn}. A
function which is harmonic at all points except one point has to be constant as its values
are determined by the value of the one point.
Putting together bits and pieces from the two previous lemmas gives me the following
relation between expected hitting times.
Proposition 4.10. The expected hitting time to hit γn+1 from the cell xy 6= γn+1 is given by:
tn+1(xy) = 4tn(x) + tn(y) + 1 + sn
4.4 A formula for the error term
The consequence of Lemma 4.9 is that the number of equations needed to be solved is re-
duced considerably, and this gives me a hunch of being back on track. As sn is a sequence
of numbers when n varies, finding a formula for this sequence would also bring me back
in business. By using Proposition 4.10 and the expected hitting times calculated earlier I
find s0 = 2, s1 = 8 and s2 = 26. A somewhat qualified guess indicates that sn = 3
n+1− 1,
and the guess is actually the case.
Proposition 4.11 (A formula for the error term). Let sn be the error defined in 4.7, then sn is
given by the expression
sn = 3
n+1 − 1.
Proof. I start by looking at the points close to the top γn. Let γn = a with neighbours b
and c, and γn+1 = aa with neighbours ab and ac. Then by the equation in Definition 4.7
5tn(a) + sn =
1
3
[tn+1(aa) + tn+1(ab) + tn+1(ac)] .
Notice that tn(a) = tn+1(aa) = 0, so
sn =
1
3
tn+1(ab) +
1
3
tn+1(ac).
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Similarly, moving one level up gives me
sn−1 =
1
3
tn(b) +
1
3
tn(c).
Now, by applying Proposition 4.10 and combining the expressions for sn and sn−1 I get:
3sn = tn+1(ab) + tn+1(ac)
= tn(b) + sn + 1 + tn(c) + sn + 1
= tn(b) + tn(c) + 2sn + 2
= 3sn−1 + 2sn + 2
sn = 3sn−1 + 2
This is a first order inhomogeneous difference equation. The homogeneous solution is
given by shn = C · 3n for a constant C. To find the particular solution I try with spn = A for
a constant A.
A− 3A = 2
This gives A = −1, and spn = −1 is the particular solution. The general solution is
sn = C3n − 1. To find the special solution I use the initial condition s0 = 2, which give
C = 3. Thus, the special solution is
sn = 3
n+1 − 1.
4.5 The expected time to reach the top
Everything is now lined up to find formulas for expected hitting times. I start with what
may be the most interesting ones.
Theorem 4.12. The expected time to hit γn from one of the other edge points is given by the
following expression.
tn(b
(n)) = tn(c
(n)) =
3
2
(5n − 3n) .
Proof. For notational simplicity let Tn = tn(b(n)) Combine Proposition 4.10 with Proposi-
tion 4.11.
Tn+1 = tn+1(b
(n+1))
= 4tn(b(n)) + tn(b(n)) + 1+ sn
= 5tn(b(n)) + 1+ 3n+1 − 1
= 5Tn + 3n+1
This is a first order inhomogeneous difference equation with solution given by
Tn =
3
2
(5n − 3n).
The procedure is the same for tn(c(n)).
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Looking at the expression in Theorem 4.12 the need of rescaling is evident if something
non-trivial and finite should be obtained. Moreover, the only scaling factor satisfying this
is the λ found in Proposition 4.5.
Corollary 4.13. Let γ = a(∞) ∈ S be called the top cell in S . Then the expected time to hit γ
from one of the other edge points of S is equal to 32 .
Proof.
lim
n→∞
1
5n
(
3
2
(5n − 3n)
)
=
3
2
This value seems reasonable comparing it with similar results from the literature, and
gives hope for this new approach.
There is possible to find whatever expected hitting time one wants from Proposition 4.10
and 4.11. The next couple of results are included to gain more insight and to confirm
some suspicions.
4.6 Expected times near the top
Proposition 4.14. The expected time to hit the top cell γn from one of its neighbours is given by
the following expression.
tn(a
(n−1)b) = tn(a(n−1)c) =
3
2
(3n − 1)
Proof. Look at tn(a(n−1)b). I will prove the following formula by induction:
tn(a
(n−1)b) = n +
n
∑
i=1
si−1 (8)
The base step is true by calculation. The induction step is verified by the following argu-
ment:
tn+1(a
(n)b) =
=0︷ ︸︸ ︷
4tn(a
(n)) +tn(a(n−1)b) + 1 + sn
= n+ ∑ni=1 si−1 + 1+ sn
= (n+ 1) + ∑n+1i=1 si−1
Apply Lemma 4.11 along with the formula for the sum of a finite geometric series to (8):
tn+1(a
(n)b) = n + ∑ni=1
(
3i − 1) = ∑ni=1 3i = 1−3n+11−3 − 1 = 32 (3n − 1)
The procedure is the same for tn(c(n)).
Corollary 4.15. Let γ = a(∞) ∈ S be called the top cell in S . Then the expected time to hit γ
from one of its neighbours is equal to 0.
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Proof.
lim
n→∞
1
5n
(
3
2
(3n − 1)
)
= 0
4.7 Expected times for second order edge points
Proposition 4.16. Define the following sequences of cells by x(n) = ab(n−1) and y(n) = ba(n−1),
where x(1) = a and y(1) = b. The expected time to hit the top cell γn from x(n) or y(n) is given by
tn(x
(n)) =
6
5
5n − 2 · 3n
and
tn(y
(n)) =
6
5
5n − 3n .
Proof. Combining Proposition 4.10 and Proposition 4.11 gives me:
tn+1(x
(n+1)) = 4tn(x
(n)) + tn(y
(n)) + 3n+1
tn+1(y
(n+1)) = 4tn(y
(n)) + tn(x
(n)) + 3n+1
This is a cobbled system of first order difference equations. By elimination I can write
tn(x(n)) as a second order difference equation:
tn+2(x
(n+2))− 8tn+1(x(n+1)) + 15tn(x(n)) = 0
This equation has general solution tn(x(n)) = C5n + D3n. I have initial the conditions
t1(x
(1)) = 0 and t2(x
(2)) = 12 from the calculations in section 4.1. Solving for C and D
gives the first desired solution. By inserting the solution for tn(x(n)) into the system I get
the other solution as well.
Corollary 4.17. Let γ = a(∞) ∈ S be called the top cell in S . The expected time to hit γ from
one of the two points closest to γ in P2 is equal to 65 .
Proof.
lim
n→∞
1
5n
(
6
5
5n − 2 · 3n
)
=
6
5
lim
n→∞
1
5n
(
6
5
5n − 3n
)
=
6
5
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5 Dirichlet forms
Dirichlet forms are often refered to as Dirichlet energy. The association to energy emerged
from potential theory, thinking of the Dirichlet forms as a conserver of energy. Another
interpretation is that it measures the variety of a function. This is clear as a Dirichlet
forms are quadratic functional on the first Sobolev space. I will first look at a general
definition and later try to specify to the Sierpinski setting.
Let X be a topological space and assume ν is a Borel-measure on X. Furthermore, assume
that D is a linear subspace of L2(X,ν). A symmetric, non-negative, bilinear form on D is
a function
E : D ×D→R
such that
(i) (Symmetry) E (u, v) = E (v, u) for all u, v ∈ D
(ii) (Non-negativity) E (u, u) ≥ 0 for all u ∈ D
(iii) (Bilinearity) E (αu+βv,w) = αE (u,w) +βE (v,w) for all u, v,w ∈ D andα,β ∈ R
Introduce a norm | · |1 on D by
|u|1 = E (u, u) 12 + |u|L2(X,µ)
To be a Dirichlet form the couple (E ,D) must also satisfy:
(iv) The form E is closed, or equivalently, (D , | · |1) is complete.
(v) E has theMarkov property, i.e. if u ∈ D and u˜ = (0 ∨ u) ∧ 1, then u˜ ∈ D and
E (u¯, u¯) ≤ E (u, u).
(vi) D is dense in L2(X,ν)
A Dirichlet form is said to be regular if
(vii) D ∩ C0(X) is dense in D in | · |1-norm.
(viii) D ∩ C0(X) is dense in C0(X) in sup-norm.
In addition, (E ,D) is local if
(ix) E ( f , g) = 0 whenever f , g ∈ D have disjoint support.
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Connection with processes: Theorem 7.2.1. in [FUK] connects forms with stochastic
processes. It states that a regular Dirichlet form generates a Hunt process on X. A Hunt
process is a strong Markov process, but the paths are not necessarily continuous. How-
ever, the process will always be cadlag, right-continuous with left-limits. Moreover, by
the same theorem. If the form E also is local, the generated process has continuous paths.
In my situation there are essentially two questions that need to be answered:
1) What should the form E look like?
2) Which functions should the subspace D consist of?
So far I have little control over the functions in L2(S ,µ), and even if I had I do not know
what the Dirichlet form should be like in order to satisfy the nine conditions above. The
natural thing to do is to look at the approximating graphs and try to define something
reasonable.
5.1 Discrete Dirichlet forms
I will look at Dirichlet forms of random walks Xn as defined in Definition 2.5. However,
a swift general introduction of discrete Dirichlet forms will do no harm. The introduction
is strongly influenced by section 5.3 in [ALB], and for the interested reader more can be
found there.
Let X be a Markov chain with state space I = {s1, . . . , sN} and transition matrix Q =
{qi j}. Furthermore, let T = {0,∆t, 2∆t, . . . } be a discrete timeline. The situations where
N and ∆t are taken to their limits, i.e. N→∞ and ∆t→0, are interesting. It is therefore
natural to think of N as a very large number and similarly ∆t as a small number.
Assume there exists a distribution of non-negative numbers m0,m1, . . . ,mN such that
miqi j = m jq ji
for all i and j, and mi 6= 0 for all i. The interpretation is that if each state is given a mass,
the neighbours will distribute the mass evenly. More importantly, this give me a way of
rescaling such that the things I work with behave nicely. I will come back to this in the
next subsection.
Define D to be the space of all functions f : I→R, and introduce the inner product on D
by
〈 f , g〉 =
N
∑
i=1
f (i)g(i)mi
where f (i) is an abbreviation for f (si). This is the usual inner product used on ℓ
2. Hence
D = ℓ2(I) is complete under the metric induced from this inner product.
For every t ∈ T introduce the operator Qt : D→D by
Qt f (i) = E [ f (X(t))|X(0) = i] := Ei [ f (X(t))] .
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The family {Qt} is a semigroup of operators with QsQt = Qs+t as the operation. Think-
ing of the Markov chain as a random walk on an approximating graph, Qt f (i) is the
expected value of f (X(t)) for a walk starting in cell si.
The infinitesimal generator △ of X is defined as the operator△ : D→D given by
△u(i) = u(i)− Q
∆tu(i)
∆t
=
u(i)−∑Nj=1 u( j)qi j
∆t
.
Remember that ∆t is thought of as a small number, so this is actually the natural Laplace
operator on the state space I. I will refer to △ as the Laplace operator rather than the
infinitesimal generator.
Finally, define the discrete Dirichlet form of X to be the quadratic form EI : D × D→R
given by
EI(u, v) = 〈△u, v〉 =
N
∑
i=1
△u(i)v(i)mi = 1
∆t
N
∑
i=1
[
u(i)v(i)mi −
N
∑
j=1
u( j)v( j)qi jmi
]
The next lemma clearify why EI is a quadratic form. The proof is taken from [ALB].
Lemma 5.1. Let EI be the Dirichlet form of Q and m. Then
EI(u, v) =
1
∆t ∑
1≤i< j≤N
(u(i)− u( j)) (v(i)− v( j)) qi jmi
Proof. Taken from 5.3.1 in [ALB]. Observe that
EI(u, v) =
1
∆t ∑Ni=1
[
u(i)v(i)mi −∑Nj=1 u( j)v( j)qi jmi
]
= 1
∆t
[
∑Ni=1 ∑Nj=1 u(i)v(i)qi jmi − ∑Ni=1 ∑Nj=1 u( j)v( j)qi jmi
]
= 1
∆t ∑1≤i, j≤N (u(i)− u( j)) v(i)qi jmi
The first step is due to the fact that Q is a transition matrix, i.e. ∑Nj=1 qi j = 1. The second
step is just a reformulation.
Choose a pair of indexes (i, j) and consider the terms involving i and j. If i = j, there is
only one term equal to zero. If i 6= j, there are two terms of the forms
(u(i)− u( j)) v(i)qi jmi and (u( j)− u(i)) v( j)q jim j.
Remember that qi jmi = q jim j from the definition of mi, and sum the two terms to get
(u(i)− u( j)) (v(i)− v( j)) qi jmi.
By summing over all pairs (i, j) the lemma is proved.
Notice that symmetry and non-negativity of EI is immediate by Lemma 5.1. Bilinearity
follows since the form is given as an inner product and △ is linear. Moreover, Lemma
5.1 imply that the Markov property is satisfied for EI . And because D = ℓ
2(I) and I is a
finite space, it follows that (D, | · |1) is complete. Hence the discrete Dirichlet form is an
actual Dirichlet form. It is not hard to see that EI is regular and local, and this is reflected
in the fact that X is a Markov chain.
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5.1.1 Dirichlet forms on Sn
Turning to the random walks Xn on Sn I get Dn as the space of functions on Sn with
the inner product 〈·, ·〉n, the norm || · ||n induced by the inner product and the Laplace
operator△n.
There is also a distribution of non-negative numbers {m(n)x }x∈Sn for every n. A quick
consideration reveals that there are several candidates for these distributions. However,
as mentioned previously, by choosing m
(n)
x =
1
3n for all x ∈ Sn, the Dirichlet form will be
rescaled such that it behaves in a nice way. At first it may seem a bit too clairvoyant just
to pull these distributions out of the hat, but linger a few more seconds at the selection.
I pictured the interpretation of the distributions as mass distributing evenly between the
cells. Remember that the invariant measure of the Sierpinski gasket µ was defined to
measure x ∈ Sn as 13n . In other words, the mass of a cell at the n-th level is 13n . Thus, the
selection seem to be natural.
The last thing I need to consider before I can define the Dirichlet form of Xn is deciding
what the timeline Tn should look like. In Remark 4.6 I discussed the importance of the
discovery of λ = 15 in Proposition 4.5, and now it comes into play another time. My
famous demand of rescaling properly proves to be dependent on the choice of ∆t, and
conveniently enough ∆tn =
1
5n is what I need.
Definition 5.2 (Discrete Dirichlet form). The Dirichlet form of a random walk Xn on Sn
is given by
En(u, v) = 〈△nu, v〉n =
(
5
3
)n
∑
x∈Sn
(
u(x)v(x)− ∑
y∈Sn
u(x)v(y)qxy
)
.
The notation qxy refers to the entry of the transition matrix of Xn. Thus qxy is the prob-
ability of hitting cell y from cell x. Remember that qxy =
1
3 if x and y are neighbours or
x = y is an edge point. Otherwise the probability is equal to zero.
By the polarization identity for inner products, En(u, v) =
1
4 (En(u+ v)− En(u− v)), it is
enough to look at En(u, u). I will use the notation En(u) = En(u, u) as a simplification,
and look at En(u, u) instead of En(u, v) if it is more convenient. Introducemore notational
simplifications by
En(u) = ∑x∈Sn
(
u2(x)− ∑y∈Sn u(y)u(x)qi j
)
as the unnormalized Dirichlet form evaluated in u. Also denote the part of the unnor-
malized Dirichlet form concerning point x by
En(u(x)) = u(x)
(
u(x)− ∑y∈Sn u(y)qi j
)
TheDirichlet form evaluated in u concerning point x is given by En(u(x)) =
(
5
3
)n
En(u(x)),
and of course En(u) =
(
5
3
)n
En(u). At last, the limit of En(u, v) is denoted by ES (u, v),
where the functions u and v are defined on S and have sequences of functions defined
on Sn converging to them.
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5.1.2 The Dirichlet form of harmonic functions
Let v : S→R be a harmonic function with edge values given as v(a(∞)) = A, v(b(∞)) = B
and v(c(∞)) = C (See Figure 16). By Proposition 3.14 there exists a sequence of discrete
harmonic functions V that corresponds with v. Look at vn ∈ V , and start considering the
Dirichlet form of the value of a(n).
CB
A
Figure 16: Values of the harmonic function v.
Lemma 5.3. The Dirichlet form of the value of edge point a(n) is given by
En(vn(a(n))) =
2
9 (2A
2 − AB− AC) + ( 35)n 227(−4A2 − B2 − C2 + 4AB+ 4AC− 2BC) .
The evaluation of the other edge points gives symmetric expressions.
Proof. Remember Corollary 3.15 and Corollary 3.16.
En(vn(a(n)))
= vn(a(n))
[
vn(a(n))− 13vn(a(n))− 13vn(a(n−1)b)− 13vn(a(n−1)c)
]
= 13
1
52
[(
5− 2 ( 35)n−1) A+ ( 35)n−1 (B+ C)][
2
((
5− 2 ( 35)n−1) A+ ( 35)n−1 (B+ C))
−
((
5− 4 ( 35)n−1) A+ (( 15)n−1 + 2 ( 35)n−1) B+ (2 ( 35)n−1 − ( 15)n−1)C)
−
((
5− 4 ( 35)n−1) A + (( 15)n−1 + 2 ( 35)n−1)C + (2 ( 35)n−1 − ( 15)n−1) B)]
= 175
[
5A +
(
3
5
)n−1
(B+ C− 2A)
]
[(
10− 4 ( 35)n−1) A+ 2 ( 35)n−1 (B + C)
−
(
5− 4 ( 35)n−1) A− (( 15)n−1 + 2 ( 35)n−1) B− (2 ( 35)n−1− ( 15)n−1)C
−
(
5− 4 ( 35)n−1) A− (( 15)n−1 + 2 ( 35)n−1)C− (2 ( 35)n−1− ( 15)n−1) B]
= 175
[
5A +
(
3
5
)n−1
(B+ C− 2A)
] [
4
(
3
5
)n−1
A− 2 ( 35)n−1 (B + C)]
= 1752
(
3
5
)n−1 [
5A +
(
3
5
)n−1
(B+ C− 2A)
]
[2A− (B+ C)]
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Multiply by
(
5
3
)n
to get.
En(vn(a(n))) =
(
3
5
)−n 2
75
(
3
5
)n−1 (
5A +
(
3
5
)n−1
(B + C− 2A)
)
(2A− B− C))
= 245
(
5A +
(
3
5
)n−1
(B+ C− 2A)
)
(2A− B− C)
= 2455A(2A− B− C) +
(
3
5
)n−1 2
45(B + C− 2A)(2A− B− C)
= 29 (2A
2 − AB− AC) + ( 35)n 227(−4A2 − B2 − C2 + 4AB+ 4AC− 2BC)
By symmetric calculations I find the expression of the other two terms E (v(b(∞))) and
E (v(c(∞))).
Proposition 5.4. The Dirichlet form of the harmonic function vn is given by
En(vn) =
(
2
3
)2
(A2 + B2 + C2 − AB− AC− BC)
− ( 35)n ( 23)2 (A2 + B2 + C2 − AB− AC− BC) .
Proof. The Dirichlet form evaluated in vn is a sum of terms of the form En(v(x)). Consider
the inner point a ∈ In with neighbours b, c and d. By the harmony condition
En(vn(a)) = vn(a)(vn(a)− (1
3
vn(b) +
1
3
vn(c) +
1
3
vn(d))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=vn(a)
)
= vn(a) (vn(a)− vn(a)) = 0
This clearly holds for all inner points as they all satisfy the harmony condition. Hence,
the only points in need of consideration are the edge points of Sn. Adding up the three
contributions given in Lemma 5.3 yields the wanted expression.
Corollary 5.5. The limit of the Dirichlet forms of vn is given by the following expression.
ES (v) =
(
2
3
)2 (
A2 + B2 + C2 − AB− AC− BC
)
Proof. Take the limit of the expression in Proposition 5.4.
5.1.3 The Dirichlet form of second order harmonic functions
Let v(2) : S→R be a second order harmonic function with given values in P2 denoted by
v(2)(a(∞)) = A v(2)(b(∞)) = B v(2)(c(∞)) = C
v(2)(ab(∞)) = D v(2)(ac(∞)) = E v(2)(bc(∞)) = F
(See Figure 17). By Proposition 3.14 there exist sequences of discrete harmonic functions
V (S|a), V (S|b), V (S|c) on each of the three parts S|a, S|b, S|c corresponding with the
restrictions of v(2). For n ≥ 2, let v(2)n be a function on Sn given by the composition of the
restricted functions corresponding with v(2). This function is well-defined since there is
no overlap. I will refer to them as the second order discrete harmonic function.
In the previous section I considered the Dirichlet form of edge points and inner points,
and I can use these results over again. The remaining points to consider are the inner
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Figure 17: Values of the second order harmonic function v(2).
points which does not satisfy the harmony condition. More precisely, the edge points
of the restrictions of Sn which is not a part of En. For the sake of reference I call them
intersection points.
Lemma 5.6. The Dirichlet form of the value of intersection point ab(n−1) is given by
En(v
(2)
n (ab
(n−1))) = 29(6D
2 − AD− DE− BD− DF) + ( 35)n 227 [(−12D2 − A2 − E2)
+(8AD+ 8DE− 2AE) + (2BD + 2DF) + (−AB− BE− AF− EF)]
The evaluation of the other intersection points gives symmetric expressions.
Proof. By Corollary 3.15 and Corollary 3.16.
En(v
(2)
n (ab
(n−1)))
= v
(2)
n (ab
(n−1))
[
v
(2)
n (ab
(n−1))− 13v(2)n (a(n−2)a)− 13v(2)n (a(n−2)c)− 13v(2)n (ba(n−1))
]
= 13
1
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[(
5− 2 ( 35)n−1)D + ( 35)n−1 (A+ E)][
3
((
5− 2 ( 35)n−1)D + ( 35)n−1 (A+ E))
−
((
5− 4 ( 35)n−1)D + (( 15)n−1 + 2 ( 35)n−1) A+ (2 ( 35)n−1− ( 15)n−1) E)
−
((
5− 4 ( 35)n−1)D + (( 15)n−1 + 2 ( 35)n−1) E + (2 ( 35)n−1− ( 15)n−1) A)
−
((
5− 2 ( 35)n−1)D + ( 35)n−1 (B+ F))]
= 175
[
5D +
(
3
5
)n−1
(A+ E− 2D)
]
[(
15− 6 ( 35)n−1)D + 2 ( 35)n−1 (A+ E)
−
(
5− 4 ( 35)n−1)D− (( 15)n−1 + 2 ( 35)n−1) A− (2 ( 35)n−1 − ( 15)n−1) E
−
(
5− 4 ( 35)n−1)D− (( 15)n−1 + 2 ( 35)n−1) A− (2 ( 35)n−1 − ( 15)n−1) E
−
(
5− 2 ( 35)n−1)D− ( 35)n−1 (B + F)]
= 175
[
5D +
(
3
5
)n−1
(A+ E− 2D)
]
[
6
(
3
5
)n−1
D− ( 35)n−1 (A+ E)− ( 35)n−1 (B+ F)]
= 175
(
3
5
)n−1 [
5D +
(
3
5
)n−1
(A+ E− 2D)
]
[6D− (A+ E)− (B+ F)]
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Multiply by
(
5
3
)n
to get.
En(v
(2)
n (ab
(n−1)))
=
(
3
5
)−n
En(v
(2)
n (ab
(n−1)))
= 245
(
5D +
(
3
5
)n−1
(A+ E− 2D)
)
(6D− A− E− B− F)
= 2455D(6D− A− E− B− F) +
(
3
5
)n−1 2
45 (A+ E− 2D)(6D− A− E− B− F)
= 29(6D
2 − AD− DE− BD− DF) + ( 35)n 227 [(−12D2 − A2 − E2)
+(8AD + 8DE− 2AE) + (2BD + 2DF) + (−AB− BE− AF− EF)]
This is symmetric for the other intersection points.
Proposition 5.7. The Dirichlet form of the second order discrete harmonic function v
(2)
n is given
by
En(v
(2)
n ) =
2
9
[
2(A2 + B2 + C2) + 12(D2 + E2 + F2)
−3(AD + AE+ BD + BF + CE+ CF)− 4(DE + DF + EF)]
− ( 35)n 427 [3(A2 + B2 + C2) + 14(D2 + E2 + F2)−6(AD + AE+ BD + BF + CE+ CF)− 8(DE + DF + EF)
+(AB+ AC+ BC) + 2(AF + BE+ CD)]
Proof. By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 5.4 the terms of the inner
points satisfying the harmony condition gives no contribution to the sum. Adding to-
gether the contributions from Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 3.16 yields the expression.
Corollary 5.8. The limit of the Dirichlet forms of v
(2)
n is given by the following expression.
ES(v(2)) = 29
[
2(A2 + B2 + C2) + 12(D2 + E2 + F2)
−3(AD + AE+ BD + BF + CE+ CF)− 4(DE + DF + EF)] .
Proof. Take the limit of the expression in Proposition 5.7.
5.1.4 Piecewise harmonic functions and Dirichlet forms
Extend the concept from the previous section to a m-th order harmonic function v(m) :
S→R with given values {Bi}i=1,...,|Pm| in Pm. By Proposition 3.14 there exist sequences of
discrete harmonic functions V (S|a(m−1)), . . . , V (S|c(m−1)) on each of the 3m−1 parts S|a(m−1),
. . . , S|c(m−1) corresponding with the restrictions of v. For n ≥ m, let vn be a function
on Sn given by the composition of the restricted functions corresponding with v. This
function is well-defined since there is no overlap. I will refer to it as the m-th order
discrete harmonic function.
Proposition 5.9. En(v(m)) is finite when v(m) is a m-th order harmonic function, and it is given
by
En(v
(m)) = ∑
i, j=1,...,|Pm|
ci jBiB j +
(
3
5
)n
∑
i, j=1,...,|Pm|
di jBiB j
where ci j and di j are coefficients in R.
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Proof. By the argument in the proof of Proposition 5.4 the terms of the inner points satis-
fying the harmony condition give no contribution to the sum. Moreover, the remaining
points is either of the form as in Lemma 5.3 or of the form as in Lemma 3.16. Hence, the
expression is a sum of all the contributions from the two lemmas.
The coefficients of the expressions in Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 3.16 are either a finite num-
ber or a finite number multiplied with
(
3
5
)n
. The sum is taken over finitely many points
as there are finitely many cells in Sn. Thus the coefficients ci j and di j are finite sums of
finite numbers and therefore also finite.
Corollary 5.10. ES(v(m)) is finite when v(m) is a m-th order harmonic function, and it is given
by
ES (v(m)) = ∑
i, j=1,...,|Pm|
ci jBiB j
where ci j are coefficients in R.
Proof. Take the limit of the expression in Proposition 5.9.
5.1.5 Monotonicity
In the three previous subsections I have taken the limit of En(u, u) as n→∞, where u
has been a harmonic function of different order, and discovered that the limit is finite.
Motivated by these results I will define a form on S as the limit of En(v, v) for general
functions u ∈ Dn. If the sequence of discrete forms are monotone the convergence are a
lot easier to control. Moreover, the limit is either finite or infinite.
Definition 5.11. If u ∈ Dn, define the lift of u as the function uˆ ∈ Dn+1 by
uˆ(ab) =
4
5u(a) +
1
5u(b) if ab ∈ In+1
uˆ(aa) = u(aa) if aa ∈ En+1
Note that the inner points of the lift is the same as the harmonic extension from section 3.
Remember that the Laplace operator on Dn is given by
△nu(a) = 5n
[
u(a)− 1
3
u(b)− 1
3
u(c)− 1
3
u(d)
]
where b, c and d are the neighbours of a.
Proposition 5.12. △n+1uˆ(ab) = △nu(a) for all cells ab ∈ Sn+1.
Proof. Let us look at the three different cases separately:
1. a is an inner point of Sn.
△n+1uˆ(ab) = 5n+1
[
uˆ(ab)− 13 uˆ(ac)− 13 uˆ(ad)− 13 uˆ(ba)
]
= 5n+1
[
4
5u(a) +
1
4u(b)− 415u(a)− 115u(c)
− 415u(a)− 115u(d)− 415u(b)− 115u(a)
]
= 5n+1
[
1
5u(a)− 115u(b)− 115u(c)− 115u(d)
]
= 5n
[
u(a)− 13u(b)− 13u(c)− 13u(d)
]
= △nu(a)
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2. a is an edge point of Sn and ab is an inner point of Sn+1.
△n+1uˆ(ab) = 5n+1
[
uˆ(ab)− 13 uˆ(aa)− 13 uˆ(ac)− 13 uˆ(ba)
]
= 5n+1
[
4
5u(a) +
1
4u(b)− 13u(a)− 415u(a)− 115u(c)− 415u(b)− 115u(a)
]
= 5n+1
[
2
15u(a)− 115u(b)− 115u(c)
]
= 5n
[
2
3u(a)− 13u(b)− 13u(c)
]
= △nu(a)
Since a is a neighbour of itself.
3. a is an edge point of Sn and aa is an inner point of Sn+1.
△n+1uˆ(aa) = 5n+1
[
2
3 uˆ(aa)− 13 uˆ(ab)− 13 uˆ(ac)
]
= 5n+1
[
2
3u(a)− 415u(a)− 115u(b)− 415u(a)− 115u(c)
]
= 5n+1
[
2
15u(a)− 115u(b)− 115u(c)
]
= 5n
[
2
3u(a)− 13u(b)− 13u(c)
]
= △nu(a)
Definition 5.13. Let u ∈ Dn+1 and define u¯ ∈ Dn to be the middle value u over every cell
in Sn. More precisely:
u¯(ab) =
1
3u(ab) +
1
3u(ac) +
1
3u(ac) if a ∈ In
u¯(aa) =
1
3u(aa) +
1
3u(ab) +
1
3u(ac) if a ∈ En
The middle value is another way of stating the equilibrium condition.
Proposition 5.14. ¯ˆu(a) = u(a)− 5−(n+1)△nu(a) for all cells a ∈ Sn.
Proof. We need to consider the inner points and the edge points separately.
Inner points:
¯ˆu(a) = 13 uˆ(ab) +
1
3 uˆ(ac) +
1
3 uˆ(ad)
= 415u(a) +
1
15u(b) +
4
15u(a) +
1
15u(c) +
4
15u(a) +
1
15u(d)
= u(a)− 15
[
u(a)− 13u(b)− 13u(c)− 13u(d)
]
= u(a)− 5−(n+1)△nu(a)
Edge points:
¯ˆu(a) = 13 uˆ(aa) +
1
3 uˆ(ab) +
1
3 uˆ(ac)
= 13u(a) +
4
15u(a) +
1
15u(b) +
4
15u(a) +
1
15u(c)
= u(a)− 15
[
2
3u(a)− 13u(b)− 13u(c)
]
= u(a)− 5−(n+1)△nu(a)
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The next theorem is the work of my supervisor Tom Lindstrøm.
If u ∈ Dn+1 we define the function z ∈ Dn by
z = (I − 5−(n+1)△n)−1u¯
z is well-defined since (I − 5−(n+1)△n) is strictly positive and hence invertible. Also
observe that
u¯(a) = (I − 5−(n+1)△n)z(a) = z(a)− 5−(n+1)△nz(a)
Lemma 5.15. ¯ˆz(a) = u¯(a)
Proof. By Proposition 5.14 we have the following:
¯ˆz(a) = z(a)− 5−(n+1)△nz(a) = u¯(a)
The next three lemmas are estimates to establish monotonicity of En.
Lemma 5.16. En+1(zˆ, zˆ) ≤ En+1(u, u)
Proof. Let δ = u− zˆ. By Lemma 5.15 δ¯(a) = 0. Since En is defined by an inner product
we have
En+1(u, u) = En+1(zˆ + δ, zˆ + δ) = En+1(zˆ, zˆ) + 2En+1(zˆ, δ) + En+1(δ, δ)
Thus, it is enough to prove that En+1(zˆ, δ) = 0. By the use of the relation △n+1uˆ(ab) =
△nz(a) from Proposition 5.12, we get
En+1(zˆ, δ) =
(
1
3
)n+1 ∑x∈Sn+1△n+1 zˆ(x)δ(x)
=
(
1
3
)n+1 ∑x∈Sn [△n+1 zˆ(ab)δ(ab) +△n+1 zˆ(ac)δ(ac) +△n+1 zˆ(ad)δ(ad)]
=
(
1
3
)n+1 ∑x∈Sn △n zˆ(a) [δ(ab) + δ(ac) + δ(ad)]
=
(
1
3
)n+1 ∑x∈Sn △n zˆ(a) · 3δ¯(a) = 0
Lemma 5.17. En+1(zˆ, zˆ) = En(z, u¯)
Proof.
En+1(zˆ, zˆ) =
(
1
3
)n+1 ∑x∈Sn+1 △n+1 zˆ(x)zˆ(x)
=
(
1
3
)n+1 ∑x∈Sn [△n+1 zˆ(ab)zˆ(ab) +△n+1 zˆ(ac)zˆ(ac) +△n+1 zˆ(ad)zˆ(ad)]
=
(
1
3
)n+1 ∑x∈Sn △n zˆ(a) [zˆ(ab) + zˆ(ac) + zˆ(ad)]
=
(
1
3
)n ∑x∈Sn △n zˆ(a) ¯ˆz(a)
=
(
1
3
)n ∑x∈Sn △n zˆ(a)u¯(a)
= En(z, u¯)
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Because I − 5−(n+1)△n is a positive operator the square-root (I − 5−(n+1)△n) 12 is well-
defined.
Lemma 5.18. En(u¯, u¯) ≤ En(z, u¯)
Proof. Influenced by 5.1.3 in [ALB]. Since u¯ = (I − 5−(n+1)△n)z = z− 5−(n+1)△n we get
En (z, u¯)− En (u¯, u¯) = En (z− u¯, u¯)
= En
(
5−(n+1)△nz, (I − 5−(n+1)△n)z
)
= 5−(n+1)En
(
(I − 5−(n+1)△n)z,△nz
)
= 5−(n+1)
〈
△n(I − 5−(n+1)△n)z,△nz
〉
n
= 5−(n+1)
〈
(I − 5−(n+1)△n)△nz,△nz
〉
n
= 5−(n+1)
〈
(I − 5−(n+1)△n) 12△nz, (I − 5−(n+1)△n) 12△nz
〉
n
≥ 0
Theorem 5.19 (Monotonicity). En(u¯, u¯) ≤ En+1(u, u)
Proof. By Lemma 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18.
En(u¯, u¯) ≤ En(z, u¯) = En(zˆ, zˆ) ≤ En+1(u, u)
Remark 5.20. Initially I tried to prove the monotonicity by a brute force method, motiv-
ated by Strichartz [STR], involving a huge minimization problem on the approximating
graphs. Strichartz succeeded, I did not. He was able to reduce the global minimization
problem to many small, local, similar minimization problems due to the fact that his ap-
proximating graphs are extensions of each other. My results were promising for quite
some time, even though my global minimization problem was not reducible in the same
way as Strichartz’s. However, the absence of harmonic functions became an apparant
problem after some time, and in the light of hindsight it seems foolish not to have con-
sidered them in the first place.
5.2 Dirichlet forms on S
I have defined a discrete Dirichlet form En on Sn for every n. I have also looked at the
limit of the Dirichlet forms of harmonic functions and observed the behaviour. Hence,
the most natural continuation is to try to define the Dirichlet form on S as a limit of the
form
ES (u, u) = lim
n→∞ En(un, un)
for a sequence of functions {un}n∈N on {Sn}n∈N converging to a function u on S . Re-
member that harmonic functions on Sn were interpreted as functions on S in section
3.1.6. There is nothing in the way of doing the same interpretation of general functions
on Sn as functions on S . This means that the limit un→u is taken pointwise.
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With ES as a candidate for the Dirichlet form it remains to decide which functions the
subspace D(S) should consist of. After some consideration, see Remark 5.21, the follow-
ing subspace seems like the most promising one.
D(S) = {u ∈ L2(S ,µ) : lim
n→∞ En(un, un) exists}
Remark 5.21. After working with (discrete) Dirichlet forms for some time, see Remark
5.20, harmonic functions appeared in a more or less natural way. Motivated by this my
first suggestion to D was the set of all piecewise harmonic functions. However, this set
proved to be too small for the purpose intended, and I had to extend to a larger class of
functions. Note that all piecewise harmonic functions are contained in D(S).
The next immidiate question is how to link the functions un and u? Motivated by the
work with the equilibrium condition construct un : Sn→R by
un(x) =
1
µ(x)
∫
S|x
u(y)dµ(y)
for all x ∈ Sn for a given function u ∈ D(S). Thus, un is the middle value of u over the
cells in Sn, and it is not hard to see that un→u pointwise.
To generate a stochastic process, the candidate (ES ,D(S)) above has to be a regular Di-
richlet form. Hence conditions (i)-(viii) need verification. In addition, if the process shall
be continuous the candidate must be local, i.e. verificate (ix) as well.
Lemma 5.22. ES is a symmetric, non-negative, bilinear form on D(S) satisfying the Markov
property.
Proof. (i) Symmetry: Let u, v ∈ D(S).
ES (u, v) = limn→∞ En(un, vn)
= limn→∞ En(vn, un)
= ES (v, u)
(ii) Non-negativity: Let u ∈ D(S). Then limn→∞ En(un, un) exists and En(un, un) ≥ 0
for all n, so clearly ES (u, u) ≥ 0.
(iii) Bilinearity: Let u, v,w ∈ D(S) andα,β ∈ R.
ES (αu +βv,w) = limn→∞ En(αun +βvn,wn)
= limn→∞ (αEn(un,wn) +βEn(vn,wn))
= α limn→∞ En(un,wn) +β limn→∞ En(vn,wn)
= αES (u,w) +βES (v,w)
(v) Markov property: For u ∈ D(S) and let u˜ = (0 ∨ u) ∧ 1. Clearly u˜n→u˜ when
u˜n = (0∨ un)∧ 1. Then En(u˜n, u˜n) ≤ En(un, un) for all n since En satisfy theMarkov
property for every n. Taking the limit gives the result.
Lemma 5.23 (viii). D(S) ∩ C0(S) is dense in C0(S) in sup-norm.
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Proof. It is enough to look at D(S) ∩ C(S) because when S is compact, then C0(S) =
C(S). Let f ∈ C(S). I must show that there exists a sequence of functions inD(S)∩C(S)
that converges to f in sup-norm.
For every n construct a sequence of piecewise harmonic fucntions of increasing order by
letting the specified values in Pn be given by vn(x) = f (x) for x ∈ Pn. Then by Corollary
5.10 it follows that {vn} ⊆ D(S). Moreover, {vn} ⊆ C(S) since piecewise harmonic
functions are continuous. By definition of {vn} they clearly converge pointwise to f , and
since pointwise convergence imply convergence in sup-norm the proof is finished.
Lemma 5.24 (vi). D(S) is dense in L2(S ,µ) in L2-norm.
Proof. C(S) is dense in L2(S) since S is compact, see for example Proposition 6.4.11.
in [PED] as a reference. Moreover, by Lemma 5.23 D(S) is dense in C(S) sup-norm.
As µ is finite and every function in D(S) is bounded, convergence in sup-norm implies
convergence in L2-norm. HenceD is dense in C(S) in L2-norm, and the lemma is proven.
For the time being assume (D(S), | · |1) is complete, then the next lemma holds.
Lemma 5.25 (vii). D(S) ∩ C0(S) is dense in D(S) in | · |1-norm.
Proof. As noticed in the proof of Lemma 5.23 it is enough to look at D(S) ∩ C(S). Let
v ∈ D(S). I must show that there exists a sequence of functions that converges to v
in | · |1-norm. The idea is to find a sequence that is Cauchy in | · |1-norm and then use
completeness of D(S) to find a suitable limit.
For every n construct a sequence of piecewise harmonic functions of increasing order by
letting the specified values in Pn be given by vn(x) = f (x) for x ∈ Pn. Then, by the same
argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.23, {vn} ⊆ D(S)∩C(S) and vn→v pointwise. Since
S is compact, continuous functions are uniformly continuous. Let m > n and y ∈ Pn,
then the following inquality is true for all x ∈ S since | · |1 is a norm.
|vm(x)− vn(x)|1 ≤ |vm(x)− vm(y)|1︸ ︷︷ ︸
<
ǫ
2
+ |vm(y)− vn(y)|1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ |vn(y)− vn(x)|1︸ ︷︷ ︸
<
ǫ
2
< ǫ
The first and third term follow from the uniform continuity, while the second term fol-
lows by the definition of vn and vm. Now, since vn is Cauchy, it has a limit v
′ ∈ D(S)
by completeness of D(S). Moreover, as vn converges to v pointwise, it follows that
v′ = v.
5.2.1 The black sheep
The biggest challenge in defining the form is to show completeness ofD(S) in | · |1-norm.
I have not managed to encounter this challenge. However, I feel I am close, so an outline
of my ideas is added.
Let {vm}m∈N ⊆ D(S) be a Cauchy sequence. I must show that vm converges to an element
v ∈ D(S) in | · |1-norm. As D(S) is a subspace of L2(S) everything works fine for the
| · |L2-part of the norm, it is the Dirichlet forms part that needs careful consideration.
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For every n define the following sequence of functions in Dn by
vmn (x) =
1
µ(x)
∫
S|x
vm(y)dµ(y)
for all x ∈ Sn. Defined in this way I have, with the usual notation, that
vmn (a) =
1
3
vmn+1(ab) +
1
3
vmn+1(ac) +
1
3
vmn+1(ad)
for all a ∈ Sn. This holds for all n and by applying the monotonicity of the discrete
Dirichlet forms from Theorem 5.19 sufficiently many times I get
En(v
m
n , v
m
n ) ≤ En+1(vmn+k, vmn+k)
for all k ≥ 1. Moreover, as E (vm) is the limit of En(vmn ) it follows that
En(v
m
n , v
m
n ) ≤ E (vm, vm)
for all n. Hence {vmn }m∈N is a Cauchy sequence in (Dn, | · |n1) for every n, where | · |n1
are the discrete norms on the same form as | · |1. Clearly (Dn, | · |n1) is complete since
Dn = ℓ2(S), and therefore there exists vn ∈ Dn such that En(vn − vmn )→0 as m→∞ for
every n. Moreover, since | · |n1 is a norm |En(vn)− En(vmn )|→0 as m→∞ for every n.
So far everything is all-right, but now we move into more uncertain terrain. The next
inequality should not require too much work, but we have to be careful since there are
two variables to keep track of.
|En(vn)− ES (vm)| ≤ |En(vn)− En(vmn )|+ |En(vmn )− ES (vm)| < ǫ
By first taking the limit of the inequality as n→∞ and second as m→∞ we should be
able to obtain limm→∞ ES (vm) = ES (v).
We can also show that the sequence vm converges to a function in L2-norm: Because L2(S)
is complete the sequence vm has a limit v′ ∈ L2(S). Moreover, there exists a subsequence
vm(k) such that vm(k) converges to v′ almost everywhere.
What is left to prove is that v′ and v is the same function, and that |ES (vm)− ES(v)|→0
and vm→v pointwise imply ES (vm − v)→0. Thus, we need a version of Riesz’ Theorem
for Dirichlet forms to finish the proof. There exist a version of Fatou’s Lemma for Di-
richlet forms, and this is probably they to go for proving a version of Riesz’ Theorem.
However, lack of time forces me to hand the thesis in without a satisfactory proof.
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6 Future work
The following theorem is what I have been working towards. The general form is taken
from Fukushima [FUK], but I have modified it to fit my needs.
Theorem 6.1 (Thm. 7.2.1 in [FUK]). If (E ,D) is a regular Dirichlet form on L2(S ,µ), then
there exists a Hunt process X on S with Dirichlet form E . In addition, X has continuous sample
paths if and only if E is local.
I feel I am close in achieving the goal of defining a stochastic process on S , but annoying
enough I miss a couple of pieces. I believe that if I had been able to define a diffusion
on S it would have been the same diffusion as obtained from the traditional approach of
looking at junction points as nodes of the approximatin graphs. My belief comes from
the fact that graphs of cells and graphs of junction points converge to the same set.
However, trying to define a diffusion on S has not beenmy only area of work. I have also
been trying to apply the cell approach to other fractals than the Sierpinski gasket. The
fractals I have investigated are the Vicsek set and the Snowflake fractal. Their contrac-
tions can be found in section A.1 in the Appendix and their illustrations are given at the
beginning of the Introduction. I denote the Vicsek set by V and the Snowflake fractal by
F , and extend the rest of the notational machinery from the Sierpinski situation to also
apply for these sitations, approximating graphs, labeling, etcetera.
Because the rescaling factor that I found in the expected hitting times section proved to
be very important, my first goal was to find the rescaling factor for V and F . Secondly
I wanted to find expressions for the expected hitting times as I did for the Sierpinski
gasket.
Tomake a long story short: For V I found the rescaling factor to be equal to 19 . Optimistic-
ally I continued and tried to prove harmonicity of the error terms, but here I encountered
a problem. The error term of a general point in Vn is not harmonic (I tried to change
the transition probabilities, see Remark 6.2, without any luck). However, all points are
harmonic with an added constant, so with a little more time and effort I might find a way
around this obstacle.
Remark 6.2. Ahead of Definition 2.3 I mentioned that I changed the transition probab-
ilites of the random walks on Sn from a uniform distribution for all points to the dis-
tribution given in Definition 2.3. The reason I did so is because the original transition
probabilites did not give harmonicity of the error terms for all points. With the uniform
distribution the error terms of the edge points proved to be harmonic plus a constant, the
same form as for the Vicsek set! Therefore I tried to change the probability model when I
considered the Vicsek set as well, but it did not work. I think the change of model on Vn
was not working because the number of edge points grows as n grows, while for Sn the
number of edge points is independent of what n is.
For the Snowflake fractal, I got into trouble even earlier. I tried an equivalent to the equi-
librium relation as given in Hypothesis 4.4 for the expected hitting times of the random
walk on Fn. But, contrary to the experiences on S and V , this relation is not able to sim-
plify the system of linear equations appearing from Markov chains3 into something that
3I called the linear system of equations for harmony relations in the expected hitting times section.
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is easy to solve. Thus, I was not even able to find a rescale factor for Fn by this equilib-
rium relation. This experience suggests that when the number of contraction mapping
grows, and especially when the neighbour structure of the cells are woven more closely
together, it becomes difficult to reduce the linear system (harmony relations) to some-
thing that is simple to solve.
The experiences with V and F are not good motivations for generalizing the cell ap-
proach to an abstract class of fractals. Although I have hopes of finding a way around
the problem with non-harmonic error terms for the Vicsek set, I still have the problem
of finding the rescale factor for the Snowflake fractal. And even though there are other
ways to find rescale factors, it looks like I was a bit lucky when I was looking at the Si-
erpinski gasket. However, if more abstract tools are developed to overcome the issues
pointed out, and especially if more abstract fractals are considered, I still believe that the
cell approach could be a nice tool for further investigation of the theory of diffusions on
fractals.
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A Appendix
A.1 Contractions of different IFS’s
The Sierpinski gasket The following contractions, w1,w2,w3 : R
2 → R2, are used to
generate the Sierpinski gasket.
w1(x, y) =
(
x
2 ,
y
2
)
w2(x, y) =
(
x
2 ,
y
2
)
+
(
1
2 , 0
)
w3(x, y) =
(
x
2 ,
y
2
)
+
(
1
4 ,
√
3
4
)
w3
w
1
w
2
Figure 18: The contractions of the Sierpinski gasket.
The Vicsek fractal The following contractions, wi : R
2 → R2, i = 1, . . . , 5, are used to
generate the Vicsek fractal.
w1(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
w2(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
2
3 , 0
)
w3(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
2
3 ,
2
3
)
w4(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
0, 23
)
w5(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
1
3 ,
1
3
)
w
4
w
5
w3
w
1
w
2
Figure 19: The contractions of the Vicsek fractal.
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The Snowflake fractal The following contractions, wi : R
2 → R2, i = 1, . . . , 7, are used
to generate the Snowflake fractal.
w1(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
w2(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
2
3 , 0
)
w3(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
1
3 ,
√
3
3
)
w4(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
− 13 ,
√
3
3
)
w5(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(− 23 , 0)
w6(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
− 13 ,−
√
3
3
)
w7(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
1
3 ,−
√
3
3
)
w
5
w6 w7
w
1 w2
w3w4
Figure 20: The contractions of the Snowflake fractal.
The Sierpinski carpet The following contractions, wi : R
2 → R2, i = 1, . . . , 8, are used
to generate the Sierpinski carpet.
w1(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
w2(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
1
3 , 0
)
w3(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
2
3 , 0
)
w4(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
2
3 ,
1
3
)
w5(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
2
3 ,
2
3
)
w6(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
1
3 ,
2
3
)
w7(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
0, 23
)
w8(x, y) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3
)
+
(
0, 13
)
w
1
w
7
w8
w
2 w3
w
4
w
5
w6
Figure 21: The contractions of the Sierpinski carpet.
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The Sierpinski gasket in three dimensions The following contractions, w1,w2,w3,w4 :
R3 → R3, are used to generate the Sierpinski gasket in three dimensions.
w1(x, y, z) =
(
x
2 ,
y
2 ,
z
2
)
w2(x, y, z) =
(
x
2 ,
y
2 ,
z
2
)
+
(
1
2 , 0, 0
)
w3(x, y, z) =
(
x
2 ,
y
2 ,
z
2
)
+
(
1
4 ,
√
3
4 , 0
)
w4(x, y, z) =
(
x
2 ,
y
2 ,
z
2
)
+
(
1
4 ,
√
3
8 ,
√
13
8
)
w3w
2
w
1
w
4
Figure 22: The contractions of the Sierpinski gasket in three dimensions.
The Vicsek cube fractal The following contractions, wi : R
3 → R3, i = 1, . . . , 9, are
used to generate the Vicsek cube fractal in three dimensions.
w1(x, y, z) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3 ,
z
3
)
w2(x, y, z) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3 ,
z
3
)
+
(
2
3 , 0, 0
)
w3(x, y, z) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3 ,
z
3
)
+
(
2
3 ,
2
3 , 0
)
w4(x, y, z) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3 ,
z
3
)
+
(
0, 23 , 0
)
w5(x, y, z) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3 ,
z
3
)
+
(
1
3 ,
1
3 ,
1
3
)
w6(x, y, z) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3 ,
z
3
)
+
(
0, 0, 23
)
w7(x, y, z) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3 ,
z
3
)
+
(
2
3 , 0,
2
3
)
w8(x, y, z) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3 ,
z
3
)
+
(
2
3 ,
2
3 ,
2
3
)
w9(x, y, z) =
(
x
3 ,
y
3 ,
z
3
)
+
(
0, 23 ,
2
3
)
w
1 w2
w3
w
5
w6
w
7
w8
w9
w
4
Figure 23: The contractions of the Vicsek cube fractal.
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A.2 Calculations
Here I put some of the calculations that are long and tedious.
A.2.1 Evaluation of edge points by harmonic functions
These are the values I calculated when I was finding the formula in Proposition 3.9.
v2(aa) =
7
5v1(a)− 15v1(b)− 15v1(c)
v2(ab) =
4
5v1(a) +
1
5v1(b)
v2(ac) =
4
5v1(a) +
1
5v1(c)
v3(a
(3)) = 75v2(aa) − 15v2(ab)− 15v2(ac)
= 75
(
7
5v1(a)− 15v1(b)− 15v1(c)
)− 15 ( 45v1(a) + 15v1(b))− 15 ( 45v1(a) + 15v1(c))
= 1
52
(49v1(a)− 7v1(b)− 7v1(c)− 8v1(a)− v1(b)− v1(c))
= 1
52
(41v1(a)− 8v1(b)− 8v1(c))
v3(aab) =
4
5v2(aa) +
1
5v2(ab)
= 45
(
7
5v1(a)− 15v1(b)− 15v1(c)
)− 15 ( 45v1(a) + 15v1(b))
= 1
52
(28v1(a)− 4v1(b)− 4v1(c) + 4v1(a) + v1(b))
= 1
52
(32v1(a)− 3v1(b)− 4v1(c))
v3(aac) =
4
5v2(aa) +
1
5v2(ac)
= 1
52
(28v1(a)− 4v1(b)− 4v1(c) + 4v1(a) + v1(c))
= 1
52
(32v1(a)− 4v1(b)− 3v1(c))
v4(a
(4)) = 75v3(aaa) − 15v3(aab) − 15v3(aac)
= 1
53
[7 (41v1(a)− 8v1(b)− 8v1(c))
− (32v1(a)− 3v1(b)− 4v1(c))− (32v1(a)− 4v1(b)− 3v1(c))]
= 1
53
(287v1(a)− 56v1(b)− 56v1(c)− 64v1(a) + 7v1(b) + 7v1(c))
= 1
53
(223v1(a)− 49v1(b)− 49v1(c))
v4(aaab) =
4
5v3(aaa) +
1
5v3(aab)
= 1
53
[4 (41v1(a)− 8v1(b)− 8v1(c)) + (32v1(a)− 3v1(b)− 4v1(c))]
= 1
53
(164v1(a)− 32v1(b)− 32v1(c) + 32v1(a)− 3v1(b)− 4v1(c))
= 1
53
(196v1(a)− 35v1(b)− 36v1(c))
v4(aaac) =
1
53
(196v1(a)− 36v1(b)− 35v1(c))
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v5(a
(5)) = 75v4(aaaa) − 15v4(aaab) − 15v4(aaac)
= 1
54
[7 (223v1(a)− 49v1(b)− 49v1(c))
− (196v1(a)− 35v1(b)− 36v1(c))− (196v1(a)− 36v1(b)− 35v1(c))]
= 1
54
(1561v1(a)− 343v1(b)− 343v1(c)− 392v1(a) + 71v1(b) + 71v1(c))
= 1
54
(1169v1(a)− 272v1(b)− 272v1(c))
A.2.2 Solving the difference equation of harmonic edge values
Here I solve the system of difference equations I found in Observation 3.7 and Observa-
tion 3.8. The system is:
βn = αn−1 +βn−1
αn = 5n−1 + 2βn
β2 = 1
First substitute
βn = αn−1 +βn−1
= 5n−2 + 2βn−1 + 2βn−1 +βn−1
= 5n−2 + 2βn−1 + 3βn−1
βn − 3βn−1 = 5n−2
This equation has a homogeneous solution equal to βhn = C · 3n. To find the particular
solution I try β
p
n = A · 5n−2, and get
A · 5n−2 − 3A · 5(n−1)−2 = 2
5
A · 5n−2 ≡ 5n−2
which gives me A = 52 . Thus, the general solution is
βn = βhn +β
p
n
= C · 3n + 525n−2
= C · 3n + 125n−1
.
Applying the condition β2 = 1 gives
β2 = C · 32 + 1
2
· 5 ≡ 1 ⇒ C = 1
9
(
1− 5
2
)
= −1
6
,
and the special solutions are:
βn = − 163n + 125n−1 = 12
(
5n−1 − 3n−1)
αn = 5n−1 + 2βn = 5n−1 + 2 · 12
(
5n−1 − 3n−1) = 2 · 5n−1 − 3n−1
A.3 Additional results about harmonic functions
Proposition A.1. Let v1(·) be a function on S1 with function values v1(a) = A, v1(b) = B and
v1(c) = C, and extend v1 to harmonic functions vn(·) on Sn. Define the following sequences of
cells by x(n) = ab(n−1) and y(n) = ba(n−1), where x(1) = a and y(1) = b. Then the vn-function
value of these cells relate to the function value of v1 in the following way:
vn(x
(n)) =
1
2
(
1+
(
3
5
)n−1)
A+
1
2
(
1−
(
3
5
)n−1)
B
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vn(y
(n)) =
1
2
(
1−
(
3
5
)n−1)
A+
1
2
(
1+
(
3
5
)n−1)
B
Proof. By Lemma 3.5 I have that
vn+1(x
(n+1)) =
4
5
vn(x
(n)) +
1
5
vn(y
(n))
and
vn+1(y
(n+1)) =
4
5
vn(y
(n)) +
1
5
vn(x
(n)).
This is a cobbled system of first order difference equations. By elimination I can write
vn(x(n)) as a second order difference equation:
vn+2(x
(n+2))− 8
5
vn+1(x
(n+1)) +
3
5
vn(x
(n)) = 0
This equation has a general solution vn(x(n)) = C+ D(
3
5)
n. By definition and Lemma 3.5
the initial conditions are v1(x
(1)) = A and v2(x
(2)) = 45A+
1
5B. Solving for C and D gives
the first desired solution. The procedure is the same for finding vn(y(n)), so the second
desired solution follows analogously.
Corollary A.2. Taking the limit gives
v(x(∞)) = v(y(∞)) =
1
2
(A+ B) .
A.4 Additional thoughts about expected hitting times
Consider Figure A.4 which shows the expected hitting times of the random walk X4.
Think of cells laying horizontally as a line of cells in S . Notice that the expected hitting
times from a line of cells below the upper most 1-cell is the same. This is also the case
for X1, X2 and X3, see Figure 14. Generalizing the idea results in the following two
hypothesises.
Hypothesis A.3. Look at the approximating graphs of cells of the Sierpinski Gasket Sn
with the usual labeling, and let γn = a(n). Then the expected time to hit γn from one of
the points on a line of cells below Sn|a is the same. Moreover, the rescaled expected time
to hit γn from the bottom line is given by
3
2
(
1−
(
3
5
)n)
.
I have only verified the hypothesis for the first four cases, but I believe it is possible to
make an induction argument for the proof. The formula for rescaled hits from the bottom
line is taken from Theorem 4.12 and scaled with the factor 15n .
Hypothesis A.4. Look at the Sierpinski Gasket S with the usual labeling, and let γ =
a(∞). Then the expected time to hit γ from one of the points on the line between b(∞) and
c(∞) is the same and equal to 32 .
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If the first hypothesis is correct, an argument involving limits is natural in the proof of the
second hypothesis. However, there might be need of an additional consideration since
the first hypothesis concerns a finite number of hitting times, while the second hypothesis
involves an infinite number. The value 32 is taken from Corollary 4.13.
0
120120
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Figure 24: Expected hitting times of X4.
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